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Welcome
The personal and professional upheaval caused by the Covid-19 pandemic may help 
us to focus on what our true purpose is to prepare us for our crucial future roles

16, where Chris Davis discusses ACCA 
Greater China’s survey on the importance 

of contingency and recovery. Errol Oh 

considers the swift decision of the US 

National Basketball Association to put 

players rather than profits first (page 

17), and, on page 18, Manu Bhaskaran 

looks at how Asian governments are 

supporting vulnerable companies. 

We hear from SMPs on how they are 

transforming their service lines on page 

40, while on page 35, we look at how 

agile working is gaining ground through 

necessity in Asia. We also get an 

investor’s view on the future of financial 

markets in a crisis (page 44). For more to 

guide you through this uncertain time, 

do visit ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite at 

accaglobal.com/covid-19.

Finally, given the situation we all find 

ourselves in, you might like to read our 

article on articulating and developing 

your professional purpose (page 56). 

What gives your work meaning? What 

contribution do you want to make? AB

Colette Steckel, Asia editor

colette.steckel@accaglobal.com

As I write, most of the world is in a 
form of lockdown – in isolation or with 
restricted movement – with many of us 
coping with the unfamiliar territory of 
home working while managing family 
demands. Over the next few months, 
the global health crisis will rapidly 
unfold, leaving a devastating cost in its 
wake and disrupting the ebb and flow 
of our daily lives. 

Change – especially when so 

unexpected and unnerving – can make 

us question what we hold dear. It may 

stoke our fears and make us want to 

turn inwards, but it can also encourage 

us to display resilience, courage and 

resourcefulness. It is at times like these 

– when our purpose is tested – that we 

find out who we truly are.

Many of you will be busy supporting 

clients or ensuring that the businesses 

you work for are as financially sound as 

they can be. And when we emerge from 

this crisis, professional accountants will 

play a crucial part in the restoration work 

that is to come.

In this issue, you’ll find articles on the 

impact of Covid-19, starting on page 

Our alliance with CA ANZ
More about ACCA’s alliance with Chartered 
Accountants ANZ: accaglobal.com/alliance
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With much of the world’s 
population on Covid-19 
lockdown, New York’s 
normally busy Brooklyn 
Bridge lies empty in the 
wake of social distancing 
to stop the spread of 
the virus. Global tourism 
has experienced a 
sharp downturn.

One of the most 
popular sections of the 
Great Wall of China 
reopens. The Badaling 
Great Wall is admitting 
tourists following weeks 
of lockdown due to 
Covid-19. Tourists must 
have their temperatures 
taken before entering.

Flags of the countries 
affected by the 
spread of Covid-19 
are projected onto 
the iconic Christ the 
Redeemer statue in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
Messages of support 
have also been projected 
onto the 38m monument.

Quarantined Italians join 
in the national anthem 
from their balconies in a 
show of solidarity during 
the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Other countries have 
followed suit, and many 
show thanks to healthcare 
workers in daily tributes 
of applause.
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Could do better
New research from global environmental non-profi t 

organisation CDP fi nds that despite increased awareness of 

climate-related risks in Asia Pacifi c, companies in the region 

have yet to put in place comprehensive initiatives to achieve 

targets in line with the Paris Agreement. Many companies 

follow best practices on dealing with climate change yet just 

40% follow all three of these best practices, indicating room 

for improvement in terms of developing a comprehensive 

strategy to accelerate the low-carbon transition. 

Board-level oversight
Climate-related issues integrated into business strategy
Climate-related issues integrated into overall risk assessment
Companies that meet all criteria

News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look 
at the latest developments and issues affecting the fi nance profession

Slow recovery
Angel Gurría, OECD 

secretary general, has said 

that it will take years for the 

world to recover from the 

economic fallout caused 

by the Covid-19 pandemic 

and dismissed as ‘wishful 

thinking’ talk that countries 

will bounce back quickly. 

The OECD has urged 

governments to discard their 

spending rules in a bid to 

increase the rate of testing 

and treatment of the virus. 

In an interview with the BBC 

in March, Gurría warned 

that many of the biggest 

economies would fall into 

recession and will face a 

bigger shock than the 2008 

fi nancial crisis.

G7 pledge
A statement from G7 leaders 

has said that the group of 

the wealthiest and most 

powerful nations will do 

‘whatever is necessary’ to 

restore economic confi dence 

and protect jobs during 

the Covid-19 pandemic. In 

a pledge of united action, 

leaders said they would 

coordinate public health 

measures, restore confi dence 

in the economy, support 

global trade and investment, 

and encourage cooperation 

in scientifi c research to 

mitigate the shocks of 

the virus. They urged the 

importance of coordination 

among international 

organisations – including 

the International Monetary 

Fund and the World Bank 

Group – to support countries 

worldwide as part of a 

coordinated global response.

Wake-up call 
According to Immersion 

Group, the Covid-19 

pandemic is a wake-up 

call for organisations on 

the vital importance of 

digitalisation throughout 

every touchpoint of their 

business. The South Africa-

based consultancy says 

this event will rapidly show 

businesses which meetings 

and processes should have 

been digitalised by now. 

‘Digital innovation has 

become critical to how you 

interact with your customers 

and, as the Covid-19 virus 

has shown now, how you 

interact with your own staff,’ 

said Reynhardt Uys, chief 

experience offi cer. ‘The 

investment you make for 

digital today will secure your 

business for tomorrow.’ 

Rescue plans 
Hong Kong plans to 

introduce Chapter 11-style 

provisions in its corporate 

rescue laws to shield 

debt-stricken companies 

from hostile acts while they 

reorganise their fi nances. 

As reported by the South 
China Morning Post, the 

government intends to hold 

a new round of consultation 

in the coming months, 

before possibly putting a 

draft bill to the Legislative 

Council after the session 

in October. A statutory 

corporate rescue procedure 

and insolvent trading 

provisions are being drafted, 

the report added. 

Timely extension 
Insurers have been 

given an extra two years 

to implement a new 

accounting rule aimed at 

increasing visibility into 

how they make money. As 

reported by Reuters, the 

International Accounting 

Standards Board (IASB) 

has approved delaying 

its new rule until 2023, 

following a request from 

the industry in 2018. ‘Timely 

implementation of IFRS 

17 is vital to improve the 

quality and comparability 

of accounting for insurance 

contracts,’ the IASB said in 

a statement. 

79% 74%

54%

40%
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Deloitte appointment
Dennis Chow, Deloitte China 

Southern Region managing 

partner, has been appointed 

as Deloitte China’s chairman 

from 1 June. Chow has been 

with Deloitte for over 33 years 

and became Southern Region 

managing partner in 2017. 

During his tenure, Deloitte 

established the Greater Bay 

Area Centre in Shenzhen 

as well as other innovation 

centres such as the AP 

Blockchain Lab, The Garage 

and the Cyber Intelligence 

Centre in Hong Kong. 

Greener targets 
Singapore is aiming to halve 

its 2030 peak greenhouse 

gas emissions by 2050 and 

achieve net-zero emissions 

‘as soon as viable’ in the 

second half of the century. 

The newly announced 

targets will be submitted 

to the United Nations 

Framework Convention 

on Climate Change later 

this year. Conceding 

that these goals will be 

‘very challenging’ given 

Singapore’s limited 

alternative energy options, 

Senior Minister Teo Chee 

Hean noted that the city-state 

is significantly accelerating its 

deployment of solar energy.

BHP loses tax case 
Australian-headquartered 

resources company BHP 

is facing a A$125m tax bill 

after losing a High Court 

appeal related to a dispute 

involving its Singapore 

marketing hub. The High 

Court rejected BHP’s 

argument that its British 

and Australian arms are not 

‘associates’ for the purposes 

of tax laws. As reported by 

ABC, the case could set a 

precedent with implications 

for other corporate giants, 

as tax authorities globally 

continue to question 

multinational marketing-hub 

tax structures. 

Farewell, cash 
Digital wallets are predicted 

to represent half of global 

e-commerce sales by 2023, 

while ‘buy now, pay later’ 

methods emerge as the 

fastest-growing online 

payment preference over the 

next five years, according to 

the Worldpay 2020 Global 
Payments Report. While 

China leads Asia Pacific with 

channels like Alipay and 

WeChat Pay, other countries 

are rapidly catching up 

and digital wallets, now 

account for 58% of regional 

e-commerce purchases – a 

figure expected to reach 

almost 70% by 2023. 

Clouds roll forward 
Google Cloud will launch 

additional data centre 

regions in Delhi (India), Doha 

(Qatar), Melbourne (Australia) 

and Toronto (Canada) to 

support global customers. 

Each region will have three 

zones to protect against 

service disruptions, and 

builds on the previously 

announced roll-out of 

Google Cloud platforms in 

Jakarta, Las Vegas, Salt Lake 

City, Seoul and Warsaw over 

the next year.  

Mentor network launched
A non-profit organisation with a mission to bring mentoring to 

the forefront in Asia has been officially launched in Singapore. 

The first of its kind in the region, the Asia Institute of Mentoring 

(AIM) will also organise bespoke mentor training sessions for 

corporates and other organisations, with an accredited mentor 

certification programme. Since its soft launch in January 2019, 

the institute has garnered more than 100 registered mentors/

mentees, and aims to mentor more than 10,000 students, 

professionals and members of the community each year.

AIM has also secured partnerships with ACCA and Outward 

Bound Singapore, and is in discussions with government 

bodies in the sports and philanthropy sectors.

Yen-Lu Chow, the institute’s co-founder and director, says 

there is a big gap in Asia when it comes to mentoring. ‘In 

the West, mentoring is recognised and regularly practised, 

especially in the corporate sector,’ he said. ‘More than 50% 

of organisations in the US have some form of mentoring 

programme in place; however, in Singapore and Asia, 

research shows that less than 10% of organisations have a 

formal mentoring programme. There is immense potential 

for the sharing and exchange of human capital and wisdom, 

especially in these parts of the world, and the AIM will help to 

bridge this gap with its network of mentors.’ 

Flexible shift 
Vietnam, Australia and 

India have been earmarked 

as upcoming Asia-Pacific 

markets for the flexible 

workplace sector. A report 

by India’s Ken Research 

suggests that growth in the 

industry will be driven 

by expansion outside of 

central business districts, 

while in countries such 

as India, China, Japan 

and South Korea, where 

flexible workspace 

operators have already 
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expanded in tier 1 cities, 

operators will now expand 

their presence in other 

regions. The report also 

finds that the business 

strategies of flexible 

workspace operators 

in different countries is 

changing, with the joint 

venture model gaining 

traction over the traditional 

lease model. 

China keeps muscle 
China has created a ‘new 

world order’ in technological 

areas including the 

development of critical 

digital infrastructure, artificial 

intelligence and data 

collection, according to US 

thinktank the Future Today 

Institute. According to 

the South China Morning 
Post, the institute’s 2020 

Tech Trends Report finds 

that while the growth of 

China’s economy is slowing, 

the country has a rapidly 

expanding middle class, 

an educated and trained 

workforce, and a government 

that follows through on long-

term plans. 

Age is no barrier 
PwC has paid US$11.625m to 

settle an age discrimination 

lawsuit brought by plaintiffs 

who claimed the firm failed 

to recruit them because they 

were over 40. PwC, which 

denies having engaged in 

any unlawful discrimination, 

has also agreed to enhance 

its recruiting procedures 

geared towards attracting 

older applicants for entry-

level jobs. Shannon Schuyler, 

PwC’s chief purpose and 

inclusion officer, said that 

the firm ‘is proud to affirm its 

commitment to identify and 

hire older workers, adding 

‘Our workforce represents 

the diversity of perspective, 

life experiences and 

backgrounds, and welcomes 

talented workers across the 

age spectrum.’ 

Split pre-empted 
The UK’s audit watchdog 

has asked the top seven 

accountancy firms to 

separate the running of 

their audit and consultancy 

services without waiting 

for a change in the law. 

The Financial Reporting 

Council’s (FRC) notification 

to PwC, Deloitte, EY, KPMG, 

BDO, Grant Thornton and 

Mazars states that it wants 

operational separation 

to improve audit quality 

and market resilience, 

Reuters reported. Claire 

Lindridge, the FRC’s director 

of audit firm monitoring 

and supervision, said: ‘The 

FRC’s focus is to ensure 

audit firms put audit quality 

front and centre, with new 

independence and financial 

transparency guidelines to 

support this. We expect 

the firms to put in place 

independent governance 

for the audit practice, 

and ensure that the audit 

practice is appropriately 

ring fenced from the 

rest of the firm so that 

financial results are clear 

and transparent.’ 

Blue-sky thinking
The International Accounting 

Standards Board (IASB) 

has flagged what it says 

will be a first in terms of 

accounting standards: 

forcing companies to spell 

out their thinking behind 

acquisitions and making 

boards more answerable to 

shareholders. The discussion 

paper launched is ‘very 

much blue-sky thinking’, 

Sue Lloyd, vice chair of 

the IASB, was quoted as 

saying in the New York 
Times. She conceded that 

investors have mixed views 

on whether this is a useful 

test of how an acquisition 

is performing, adding 

that the IASB concluded 

against amending the 

goodwill standard. AB

Peta Tomlinson, journalist

Fraud not contained 
Malaysian organisations continue to experience high levels of 

fraud, according to PwC’s Global Economic Crime and Fraud 

Survey 2020. The rise to 43% of respondents, compared with 

41% in 2018, is in contrast to South-East Asia as a whole, which 

has reported a decrease in fraud levels to 39%, compared 

with 47% in 2018. This year, customer fraud was listed as 

the economic crime with the most disruptive impact on 

organisations (20%), followed by bribery and corruption (18%), 

cybercrime (16%) and asset misappropriation (16%). The four 

account for 70% of all economic crimes in Malaysia. 

‘Fraud and corruption are some of the biggest threats to 

trust in business,’ said Sridharan Nair, managing partner at 

PwC Malaysia. ‘It’s encouraging to see more companies begin 

to tighten up their corporate controls. More incidences of 

fraud are being detected through mechanisms like routine 

internal audit, which may be a result of better allocation of 

resources to internal audit functions in Malaysia.’ 

He encouraged leaders to set the tone by demonstrating 

the behaviours they want to see. ‘When complaints are made, 

act quickly to establish a line of communication with the 

whistleblower, and decide how the investigation should be 

handled,’ he said. ‘Building trust with employees is key.’
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Covid-19*

51 days

398 days

More information

Find more analysis on the Visual Capitalist 
website, at bit.ly/AB-blackswan.

51 ddays

398 days

1,465 days

15 days

40 days

29 days

9 days

1,022 days

8 days

2,500

Israel Arab war/
oil embargo

-17.1%

-10.2%

-28.5%

-11.6%

-14.1%

-56.8%

-6.4%

-5.6%

-29.5%

-5.7%

Iranian hostage crisis
First Gulf War

Black Monday

9/11

SARS

Global fi nancial crisis

Intervention 
in Libya

Brexit

* Figure as of market on 18 March 2020. 
The sell-off size measures the change 
from the market high to the market low. 
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Shocks to the system
Rare, unexpected events, known as Black Swans, have a serious impact on share 
markets. How do the effects of historical events compare with those of Covid-19?

Market sensitivities
The effect on the S&P 500 of Covid-19 is compared with 

other events from 1 October 1973 to 18 March 2020, 

mapping their downturn and the time taken to recover.

Source: Haver, Deutsche Bank via ZeroHedge (Sep 2017), 
Yahoo Finance (Mar 2020)
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Malaysia and PwC, Malaysia

In safe hands
For Jessica Chuah ACCA, head of compliance at GBCI Ventures, ensuring that 
regulatory standards are upheld and safeguarding the organisation go hand in hand

Tech savvy, articulate, mobile 
and highly motivated, Jessica 
Chuah epitomises the 21st-

century finance practitioner. As head of 
compliance for Singapore-based GBCI 
Ventures, a venture capital fund focusing 
on technology investments such as 
fintech, artificial intelligence, blockchain 
and Internet of Things, Chuah’s forte 
lies in risk management, specifically 
safeguarding the organisation from the 
threats of money laundering and financial 
terrorism-related transactions.

To say Chuah lives and breathes risk 

management is an understatement. She 

has her finger on the pulse of the latest risk 

management trends: she works closely with 

regulators, uses technology to design and 

establish thresholds and red-flag alerts, 

constantly stress-testing processes and 

controls to pre-empt instances of fraud. She 

speaks about her roles and responsibilities 

with a passion, and you get the impression 

that she’s pretty no-nonsense when it 

comes to safeguarding the organisation 

from potential financial, regulatory and 

legal risks.

As head of compliance, Chuah 

stresses that the role doesn’t stop at 

regulatory compliance but also, more crucially, encompasses 

risk management. The role is important, given the 

organisation’s fintech projects in the region, including 

e-wallets that allow for crossborder wired transfers, payroll and 

remittance, among others.  

‘The department ensures that regulatory compliance and 

reporting are submitted on time and that we are able to 

answer queries from the regulators, auditors or even third 

parties who are auditing our system,’ Chuah says, adding that 

it also deals with financial intelligence units (FIUs) when money 

laundering and financial terrorism-related transactions occur. 

This, she points out, is where the risk management aspect of 

her role comes in. 

Gatekeeper for risk
‘Risk management means that you stress 

test all the processes and controls – 

ensuring that the control mechanism is 

applied in a timely manner before incidents 

happen,’ she explains. ’We are like the 

gatekeeper for any kind of risk. In my line 

of work, money laundering is one of the 

biggest risks to look out for, so when I 

design an AML/CFT [anti-money laundering 

and counter financial terrorism] programme, 

the effectiveness of the implementation of 

the programme is my responsibility. That’s 

my KPI [key performance indicator].’ 

To date, Chuah and her team have 

effectively implemented AML/CFT 

procedures, including customer due 

diligence, record-keeping, ongoing 

due diligence, reporting of suspicious 

transactions and combating the financing 

of terrorism in the various markets 

where GBCI Ventures has a presence, 

chiefly in Cambodia, the Philippines 

and Singapore. ‘It’s the same AML/CFT 

programme but adjusted and localised 

to the different laws of the respective 

countries,’ she says. The organisation’s 

AML/CFT mechanism is also regularly 

assessed to ensure that it is effective 

and sufficient to address any change in AML/CFT trends. 

Since joining GBCI Ventures in September 2019, Chuah 

has spent a significant amount of time in Cambodia. She 

was responsible for the Payment Services Institute licence 

application from the National Bank of Cambodia, securing 

approval within four months. In addition, she evaluates 

internally generated suspicious transaction reports before 

submitting them to the Cambodia Financial Intelligence 

Unit. Given GBCI Ventures’ role in supporting Cambodia’s 

local fintech community, she sees her role as integral to the 

organisation’s long-term sustainability. 

‘Risk has a direct correlation to a company’s branding, 

goodwill and – if an organisation is publicly listed – the share 
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Basicsi

GBCI Ventures is a leading venture capital fund and a venture 

builder in Asia. With a US$100m smart-city development 

fund, the company focuses on innovative technology 

investments including artificial intelligence, robotics, big 

data, the Internet of Things, blockchain and virtual reality. 

Based in Singapore, the fund invests in start-ups in the 

early stage of opportunities in smart-city technology. The 

company takes an active role in providing these start-ups 

with know-how, access to technology, financial investment, 

mentorship and go-to-market support. 

The organisation, whose focus markets include Singapore, 

Cambodia, Thailand and the Philippines, brings together 

a new generation of technology leaders and solutions 

providers that are key to building a dynamic and adaptive 

smart-city ecosystem.

price. If we are taking money on behalf of the company 

we should be responsible corporate citizens. The risk 

management system has to be robust enough that you can 

detect and deter risk,’ she says.

Taking a balanced approach is, Chuah says, vital. ‘There 

should always be a balanced approach to any business 

decision and strategy,’ she says. ‘It’s my job to acknowledge 

and identify risks, classify them and propose solutions 

to top management. Apart from financial KPIs, we also 

need to look at the non-financial KPIs that may lead to 

negative repercussions.’

To that end, stakeholder management is vital. This includes 

advising management, in particular the profit-oriented 

departments of the organisation, on potential repercussions 

when pursuing particular clients. ‘I have this conversation on a 

daily basis so I am constantly having to hone and improve my 

stakeholder management skills,’ Chuah says. ‘It’s a lot of work.’

Chuah, who holds degrees in both business 

administration and law, began her financial career at one of 

the Big Four accounting firms, where she picked up auditing 

and risk management skills. But it was when she joined a 

global financial institution that she gained exposure to not 

only compliance but also AML/CFT-related work. Here, she 

had her first taste of auditing processes to ensure that AML/

CFT controls were robust. ‘I was put on the front line and 

I found that I liked the job,’ she says. She then went on to 

enhance her skills, expertise and knowledge in financial crime 

detection and prevention by obtaining certification from the 

Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists.

The field of risk management, she says, is appealing largely 

because the job is not repetitive, unlike audit and tax. ‘When 

I first started my career I was doing tax computation at my 

desk. Although I did interact with regulators such as the Inland 

Revenue Board, it was nothing like combating financial crime, 

safeguarding my company against any potential criminal 

activities or having discussions with regulators. Those were 

empowering moments for me; I never thought that being an 

accountant could actually push me that far.’

Empowerment and motivation
Chuah says that the opportunity to gain knowledge is a 

particularly attractive element of the role. ‘When I first started 

as a tax associate I wasn’t given a lot of chances to speak 

out and when I evolved in my career I realised that it’s the 

knowledge gained that has empowered and motivated me,’ 

she says. ‘More than monetary rewards, it’s the gaining of 

knowledge that is in sync with my curiosity. So that way, I really 

look forward to my job and I feel very empowered.’ 

She acknowledges that her ability to undertake her current 

role is thanks largely to her ACCA training. ‘I would not be 

able to do the job without my Advanced Audit paper and 

all the analytical things that I studied,’ she says. ‘It was a 

milestone when I discovered that what I studied combined 

with the practical knowledge I acquired over the years was 

such an asset.’

Chuah also believes that, given the changing trends in 

the accounting profession, in particular the pervasiveness 

of technology, accounting and finance professionals should 

reinvent their roles. ‘In the past, accountants were the 

gatekeepers and custodians of financial information and they 

analysed these without the help of technology. Today, there 

are so many off-the-shelf accounting software products that 

the role of an accountant is no longer mechanical but more 

forward thinking. 

‘Accountants these days are not supposed to crunch 

numbers but be able to think strategically about how to 

capture newer markets using data and, most importantly, 

streamline the processes with minimum errors.’ 

While the job of compliance and risk management is, 

she notes, not without its challenges, technology can play 

a role in mitigating these. ‘When I was starting out in risk 

management, I realised that a lot of the data that we captured 

were historical,’ she says. ’You could see the same patterns 

occurring again and again, so it was possible for someone to 

commit fraud or hack the system. 

Working with technology experts is, she says, vital. ‘I tell my 

tech team to put in thresholds, and I design red-flag alerts 

using technology. The tech team will code but I need to think 
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The dynamic pace of the 

compliance and risk management 

world suits her disposition. ‘I think 

you need to have an investigative 

mind; you always have to ask 

questions and stress test; in a way, 

you’re a busybody!’ she quips. 

At the same time, the ability to 

detect risk requires creativity. ‘People 

say that auditing is very boring and 

very repetitive. I think that is because 

it’s the same old pattern, with the 

same client,’ she says. ‘But when 

you are in fast-changing technology 

environment like e-wallets and you’re 

exposed to new companies, then it’s a different ball game.’ 

Always thinking outside the box, and constantly engaging 

with tech leaders, Chuah hopes to further her career in the 

compliance and risk management field, and, with her drive, 

there seems to be no stopping her. ‘I want to be an AML 

specialist,’ she says. ‘I want to be a key opinion leader and play 

a bigger role in shaping policies.’ AB 

The interview took place before the Covid-19 pandemic.

Sreerema Banoo, journalist

about the parameters and thresholds. 

To do that, I refer to the latest news 

from the FIUs or read about recent 

fraud cases. This way, my testing 

system will be more accurate and 

I am able to track newer trends of 

money laundering or even fraud. 

At the same time, Chuah accepts 

that there is no one-size-fits-all of 

solution. ‘You can’t have an off-the-

shelf compliance programme that you 

can plug in like an accounting system: 

it has to be country specific, industry 

specific and company specific. 

Compliance is really a tailor-made 

programme,’ she says, pointing out that many of her peers 

struggle because of the speed with which newer risks emerge. 

Staying ahead
Failure to keep up to speed with developments will inevitably 

lead to incidences of fraud, Chuah explains. ‘In this job I get to 

determine the threshold, and as fast as I see the trend I will ask 

the tech team to give me a lower threshold so that I can flag or 

start doing my transaction monitoring. This way, I am capturing 

data in a more timely manner.’

‘You can’t have 
an off-the-shelf 

compliance 
programme that you 
can plug in: it has to 

be country specific, 
industry specific and 

company specific’
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The key message of 
the survey is that 

enterprises should 
pay close attention 
to their employees 

– both physically 
and mentally

How to cope in a crisis
The findings of ACCA Greater China’s survey on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic 
highlight the importance of contingency and recovery planning, says Chris Davis

their return to work, while almost 

60% reported the implementation of 

comprehensive risk-assessment systems. 

While the key to managing any crisis 

is preparation, only 40% of respondents 

have so far set up a crisis management 

committee (CMC). The report 

recommends the swift establishment of 

CMCs in order to formulate contingency 

plans, coordinate implementation and 

ensure speedy decision-making. 

Interestingly, only 16% of respondents 

reported that their corporate strategies 

included social responsibility and 

sustainability. Equally noteworthy, only 

41% have conducted – and acted on 

– business impact assessments. Qian 

says that it is vital that finance teams 

define scenarios and carry out financial 

stress-testing in order to formulate 

contingency plans; they should also 

re-examine their policies and business 

models, explore new products and 

approaches to customer services, and 

consider opportunities for expanding 

into new markets. 

Eunice Chu, ACCA Hong Kong’s 

head of policy, points out that a crisis 

– weiji in Chinese – can often create 

opportunities. ‘There are numerous 

cases throughout history where 

businesses reposition themselves 

during a crisis,’ Chu says. ‘Accounting 

and financial professionals should on 

the one hand do their best to mitigate 

the risks and downsides brought about 

by the coronavirus pandemic, but they 

should also keep a watchful eye on 

business opportunities for the future.’ AB

Chris Davis is a freelance journalist who 

writes for business titles in Asia.

With the Covid-19 pandemic 
rattling every aspect of business 
and daily life, ACCA Greater China‘s 
survey exploring the challenges faced 
by members in mainland China 
and Hong Kong SAR makes for 
sobering reading. 

The survey reveals that the top 

challenge facing enterprises is the 

difficulty for employees to commute to 

work, resulting in the inability to provide 

products or services (65%), sales decline 

(59%) and insufficient liquidity (43%). 

In the services sector, a key challenge 

is the difficulty in recruiting new staff 

alongside rising labour costs (25%). 

For manufacturing, impact on stable 

supply (71%) and logistics (63%) are the 

major concerns. Logistical challenges 

are also affecting medical, energy and 

transportation enterprises. 

Despite this, Yuki Qian, head of 

policy at ACCA Greater China, believes 

that, with the right people in place, 

businesses can weather the pandemic 

headwinds and continue to thrive. 

‘Power comes from people,’ she says. 

The key message is that enterprises 

should pay close attention to their 

employees – both physically and 

mentally – and develop appropriate 

plans for the resumption of work. 

This should include transparent 

communications as well as proactively 

formulated contingency plans. 

While a single approach will not be 

enough, Qian highlights the importance 

of following official health guidelines. 

According to the survey, around 60% 

of enterprises have taken measures to 

provide employees with protection, to 

look after their health and to support 
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Hours before 
Gobert’s test results 

were known, the 
NBA had already 

decided that its 
upcoming games 
would be played 

without fans

See beyond the dollars
The US National Basketball Association’s swift decision to put players first is just one 
example of what matters most during the Covid-19 pandemic, says Errol Oh

are not the only ones who are big 

earners: the average salary makes its 

players the world’s highest paid athletes. 

As is true with the rest of the 

institutional measures to fight the 

spread of Covid-19, the swift decision 

to go on hiatus came with a financial 

cost. It was, however, a time to put lives 

ahead of profits. In fact, hours before 

Gobert’s test results were known, the 

NBA had already decided internally that 

its upcoming games would be played 

without fans. At that point, among cities 

with NBA teams, San Francisco was 

the only one that had issued a ban on 

gatherings of 1,000 or more. 

Even before that move could be 

finalised, the NBA learned of the first 

confirmed case in its midst. The first 

thing NBA commissioner Adam Silver 

did was cancel a Utah Jazz game 

minutes before it was due to start. ‘We 

quickly agreed that this should not, 

of course, be a business decision. We 

should be listening to the public health 

experts,’ he said in a television interview.

That mindset was also the basis for 

the next step: bringing the season to a 

halt for at least for 30 days. According 

to Silver, during the NBA management’s 

conversations with the team owners, 

the issue of money did not come up 

at all. ‘The entire discussion was about 

the safety and health of the players, the 

community around the NBA and our 

fans,’ he recalled. 

It is always heartening that when it 

truly matters, businesspeople can clearly 

see beyond dollars and cents. AB

Errol Oh is executive content officer of 

The Star.

Rudy Gobert was in a frisky mood at 
the end of a press conference on 9 
March. The French basketball player, 
a centre for NBA (National Basketball 
Association) team Utah Jazz, was about 
to leave. He paused, stretched his long 
arms, and touched all the microphones 
and voice recorders on the table. Then, 
with a smile on his face, he jogged out 
of the room. 

He was making light of a new rule 

that took away media access to NBA 

locker rooms and clubhouses because 

of the Covid-19 pandemic. Two days 

later, Gobert tested positive for the 

disease. Almost immediately, the league 

suspended its season.     

On 16 March, Gobert gave an update 

on his health, thanked people for their 

support and concern, and reminded 

everybody to observe basic steps for 

avoiding infection. He was contrite, 

saying he wished he had ‘taken this 

thing more seriously’. 

Fortunately, the NBA does take 

Covid-19 seriously. Its response is a 

noteworthy illustration of how a business 

balances profits and social responsibility. 

And it is not just any business. According 

to Forbes, the league’s 30 teams 

generated revenue of US$8.8bn over 

the 2018-19 season and their combined 

worth is close to US$64bn.

The NBA is one of the most profitable 

professional sports leagues, but what 

sets it apart is the rapid growth it has 

engineered, thanks to innovation, 

marketing savvy, deal-making prowess 

and a rising international profile. In 

other words, the NBA has brilliantly 

fused basketball and business. The 

league, team owners and broadcasters 
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Ease the burden
In the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, Manu Bhaskaran considers what Asia’s 
governments can do to support vulnerable companies in the difficult times ahead

However, at a time when extreme 

restrictions on social mingling and 

lockdowns make it difficult for people 

to spend, other more unconventional 

measures are needed. Large-scale 

redundancies must be averted and one 

way to do this is through direct wage 

subsidies. Singapore, for example, 

is providing wage subsidies ranging 

from 25% to 75% to save jobs and 

protect livelihoods, while in Thailand, 

government agencies provide soft loans 

to companies that retain their workers. 

Tax rebates for SMEs are on offer, 

while rates on goods and services taxes 

are to be cut. Policymakers could also 

organise financial institutions to freeze 

principal repayments and interest 

payments for a few months. In addition, 

governments can work with utility 

companies to reduce electricity costs for 

SMEs. In South Korea, the government 

has pledged 50 trillion won (US$40bn – 

around 2.5% of GDP) to support SMEs 

and vulnerable industries. Credit flows 

to SMEs have to be preserved, too, 

so governments are introducing or 

expanding risk-sharing schemes.

The Covid-19 crisis is still in its early 

stages. Given the panic and market 

failures that tend to erupt during crises 

of this magnitude, it is incumbent on 

policymakers to intervene with measures 

that are swift and targeted. For now, 

while Asian policymakers have not got 

everything right, they seem to be on 

a positive path. Given the scale of the 

shock hitting us, recession cannot be 

avoided – but it can be mitigated. AB

Manu Bhaskaran is CEO at Centennial 

Asia Advisors.

The crisis sparked by the Covid-19 
(coronavirus) pandemic has turned 
out to be far worse than anyone had 
anticipated, in several ways. 

First, it has spread rapidly to the 

economic powerhouses of the US and 

Europe, precipitating extreme measures 

that could trigger a global recession 

that might crush export demand in 

Asia. Some forecasters are talking of 

economic contractions in the US of up 

to 30%. 

Second, and worse still, this downturn 

could be aggravated by growing financial 

stresses, judging by what is going on in, 

for example, the credit markets. 

As I explained in last month’s column, 

the critical objective for policymakers 

confronting a shock of this nature is 

to strengthen the shock absorbers in 

the system and diminish the shock 

amplifiers. Typically, there are two main 

channels by which a shock could be 

amplified. One is when companies lay 

off workers, causing unemployment to 

surge, undermining consumer spending 

and thereby reinforcing the slowdown. 

The other is when indebted companies 

default on their loans or when lenders 

withdraw credit lines. In both scenarios, 

the companies most at risk are the small 

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).  

In this regard, it is heartening to see 

the authorities in Asia putting together 

support schemes that broadly address 

these considerations. First, virtually 

every major Asian central bank has cut 

policy rates as well as injecting much 

larger amounts of liquidity into the 

system. Governments have also ramped 

up fiscal spending, including direct cash 

transfers to households.

Virtually every 
major Asian central 
bank has cut policy 

rates as well as 
injecting much 
larger amounts 

of liquidity
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A sustainable future
The uncertainty created by Covid-19 has raised many questions about the ability of 
organisations to survive. ACCA, for one, is ready to respond, says president Jenny Gu

we have reaffirmed our commitment 

to making ACCA the most open, the 

most forward-looking, and the fairest 

professional body in the world, and that 

inclusion and diversity form twin pillars 

strengthening our Strategy to 2025.

Countless people across ACCA – me 

and fellow Council members included – 

have poured their energy and expertise 

into its production, and it stands as a 

priceless guide to action. I am proud 

to be ACCA president as we begin this 

new chapter. AB

Jenny Gu FCCA is chief executive officer 

at Richemont China.

Covid-19 has caused all of us to look at 
our world in a new light. 

We already knew that the pace of 

change was shaping a new reality. Of 

course we were happy that globalisation 

and the mass movement of peoples 

created more trade, more production, 

more prosperity and raised many millions 

out of poverty. But if goods, ideas and 

human beings can move around the 

world at speed, disease can too, and 

the spread of this virus is a terrible 

by-product of progress. It has tested 

all of us, as well as the resilience of 

organisations. It has raised important 

questions about their readiness to survive 

and thrive in the most difficult times.

I have asked myself this question, 

and I can say that we need flexibility, 

ingenuity and purpose to prevail – in 

the face of pandemics or anything else 

that the 21st century throws at us. I 

am confident in saying that because, 

while we were responding to the urgent 

demands of the moment, we were also 

preparing to publish our Strategy to 

2025. You can read more about it in this 

edition (see ACCA section, ‘ACCA’s 

purpose’) and in all our other channels, 

but I can promise that it sets out a clear 

plan to navigate our uncertain future. 

It unites the global ACCA community 

behind our common purpose – we’re 

a force for public good. We lead the 

global accountancy profession by 

creating opportunity. We then have our 

three values of inclusion, integrity and 

innovation. And we retain our vision to 

2025 – to be number one in developing 

the accountancy profession the world 

needs. No organisation can hope to 

flourish unless it is built on a sustainable 

vision of the world that brings people 

with it. That’s why I am thrilled that 

We need 
flexibility, 

ingenuity and 
purpose to 

prevail in the 
face of anything 
the 21st century 

throws at us
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Agility beats fragility

Business’s response to Covid-19 should focus on actions that reward staff and 
customer loyalty now so that they can quickly get back on their feet, says Jane Fuller 

We all tend to look through the rear-view mirror 
in a crisis. Applying lessons of the great 
financial crisis (GFC) of 2007-09 to the current 

one induced by the spread of Covid-19, the narrative might 
go like this. 

In the run-up to the GFC, many European banks had upped 

their leverage (total assets:equity) to 30 times or more. This 

meant a fall in asset values – which duly came in property-

related form – and rapidly threatened to wipe out that loss-

absorbing capital. The lack of a safety net was exposed. 

The current pandemic has done much the same for non-

financial businesses. Like banks in the GFC, many are highly 

leveraged – as witnessed by the proliferation of BBB-rated 

bonds, sitting just above junk, and by soaring dividend yields 

that portend cash-conserving cuts. 

The good news is that central banks and other banks were 

ready for this. The former have been quick to provide liquidity 

and to exercise forbearance, including in the application of 

IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, to expected credit losses. The 

latter have entered this downturn with more than three times 

as much equity as they had before the GFC. 

The bad news is that this crisis is different because it is 

located in the non-financial engine of economic growth – in 

interrupted supply and fall in demand. Even with banks better 

equipped to keep lending than in the GFC, bankruptcies are 

likely to rise among the corporate ‘precariat’. More widely, 

remedial action will include cutting dividends, investment and 

pay, both per head and the number of heads. 

Supply shock
Trouble first arose in supply chains. Just two months into the 

spread of the virus, data supplied by the US company Resilinc 

showed how dependent the world’s largest companies – 

particularly in the industrial and electronic sectors – were on 

suppliers in quarantined parts of China, South Korea and Italy.

This has exposed the lack of logistical safety nets. 
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Savings made on holding parts in stock are substantial 

until their absence stops production. And the deals 

driven with a single supplier look like bargains until that 

source is interrupted.

Many companies may not even be aware of their exposure. 

Peter Guarraia, a partner at Bain, and Lora Cecere, founder of 

Supply Chain Insights, told the Financial Times that up to two-

thirds of executives lacked knowledge of items in the chain 

beyond the first tier of suppliers, or of the location of second 

or third-tier suppliers.

Coming on top of trade tensions, the supply shock is 

likely to accelerate managements’ re-assessment of the 

risks of managing far-flung activities. Apart from amplifying 

questions about globalisation, it may provide impetus to 

regionalisation – exemplified by last year’s enactment of the 

Africa Continental Free Trade Area. 

The issue overlaps with concerns about companies’ 

environmental and social impact. It will not do for 

managements to say they don’t know what is happening in 

all the tentacles of their business. How can all the questions 

about carbon footprint be answered if they do not know where 

the footprint is? Social factors are even less well measured. 

S&P Global’s ESG Insider podcast, ‘The problem with social 

audits’ (25 November 2019), exposes the inadequacy of tick-

box approaches to covering reputational risk.

But as governments have reacted to the pandemic by 

ordering businesses to close, the shock to demand has 

become the bigger threat. Bear in mind the importance 

of the service sector in many economies. According to an 

International Monetary Fund blog in March, activity in both 

manufacturing and services in China declined dramatically in 

February. But while the impact on the former was comparable 

to the start of the GFC, ‘the decline in services appears larger 

this time – reflecting the impact of social distancing’. 

The trouble with lost service 

revenue is that it is less easy to 

catch up. Lost visits to restaurants 

and cinemas, or flights to holiday 

destinations, are not like a 

manufacturing backlog. They are 

gone. This makes a V-shaped 

recovery less likely. 

Another risk is that people will 

get out of the habit of spending, 

as happened in the US during 

the 1930s Great Depression. The 

latest book by Robert J Shiller, 

Narrative Economics, chronicles 

how the public mood turned against 

Companies should 
consider making 

activities more 
diverse, even 
if it’s not the 

cheapest option

conspicuous consumption and instead lauded frugality, which 

‘inadvertently worsened the Depression’. 

It is possible to find some positive messages in all this, but 

they involve a different way of thinking about business and 

government’s role in it. An example of a company adapting 

quickly to changing conditions is LVMH, which turned a Dior 

perfume factory into the maker of hand sanitisers – and 

donated the output to Paris hospitals. This will cost short-term 

but is a marketing coup that should help sales in the longer run. 

Innovative businesses serving public health are benefiting 

more directly. In South Korea, biotech companies quickly 

developed tests for Covid-19. Production was ramped up to 

enable up to 20,000 people a day to be screened, often via 

drive-ins, free of charge. 

A long game
The lesson is that managements with the bandwidth to think 

about anything other than cost-cutting and bank covenants 

should focus on actions that reward staff and customer loyalty 

now, and this will stimulate sales to new customers later. But 

while prioritising sales makes the best sense, it will come at 

the expense of profit margins. This is a long game.

Another big change is in the relationship between business 

and government. No-one will be quoting former US president 

Ronald Reagan: ‘The most terrifying words in the English 

language are: “I’m from the government and I’m here to 

help”.’ Franklin D Roosevelt’s New Deal is more the model. 

Several governments have promised to subsidise up to 80% of 

workers’ wages. Others were considering universal donations 

to households, in addition to tax holidays.

The quid pro quo is that just as banks became vehicles of 

public policy after the GFC, so will non-financial companies 

become more obliged. Whether it is in retaining workers, 

reducing carbon emissions or policing human rights, 

the purpose of business is 

becoming more diffuse. To cope, 

managements should consider 

making other activities – from supply 

chains to financing arrangements – 

more simple, even if this is not the 

cheapest option. And they will need 

to retrofit some slack in the system, 

at the expense of optimal efficiency. 

RIP Jack Welch. AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA 

Society of the UK and co-director 

of the Centre for the Study of 

Financial Innovation.
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Dynamically digital
A shifting technological landscape requires finance professionals to continually adapt 
and extend their skills to support the commercial potential of digital transformation

The race is on. Digitalisation is reshaping the world 
and ‘the key to winning the race is not to compete 
against machines, but to compete with machines’, 

write Eric Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee in their book 
Race Against the Machine: How the Digital Revolution is 
Accelerating Innovation, Driving Productivity, and Irreversibly 
Transforming Employment and the Economy. 

On the road to future job and value creation, the authors 

advocate a collaborative partnership between computers and 

humans. All accountancy and finance professionals are now 

some way through this transformative journey.

However, it will be a marathon not a sprint. Although 

digital technologies and trends are transforming the world 

so fast and fundamentally that it can feel dizzying, we are 

only just getting started. ‘The world we inhabit is already 

digital, and it will continue to become more digitalised,’ says 

Clive Webb, senior professional insights manager at ACCA. 

Data is growing exponentially in volume and value; business 

models are evolving and becoming more customer-centric; 

and organisations are investing significant resources in digital 

transformation. ‘Technology evolution will continue, but at a 

greater pace,’ he says. 

Embrace the change
Adaptability, continuous learning and constant self-

improvement will be vital if accountancy and finance 

professionals are to develop and maintain an optimal mix of 

digital, interpersonal and technical skills. ‘With our unique 

combination of accounting and ethical principles, business 

acumen and digital skills, the future of the profession is bright,’ 

says Webb. But there is no room for ambivalence to workplace 

changes that digital transformation brings. The profession 

must stay on top of evolving technologies and business 

models, and ensure that its skillsets evolve appropriately. 

‘We need to develop and maintain our digital quotient,’ 

says Webb, who authored the recent ACCA report 
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The digital accountant: digital 
skills in a transformed world. 

The digital quotient is one of 

seven professional quotients and 

competency areas where ACCA 

has identified behaviours and 

qualities that accountancy and 

finance professionals must develop 

if they are to remain relevant and 

meet future needs and demands. 

ACCA defines the digital quotient 

as ‘the awareness and application of 

existing and emerging technologies, 

capabilities, practices and strategies’.

Developing this quotient 

is complicated by a shifting and expanding digital 

technology landscape and the thorny questions it 

throws up for accountancy and finance professionals, the 

organisations they work with, and professional bodies, 

training providers and others. How much do accountancy 

and finance professionals need to know about technology? 

How does this vary across industries and sectors, technical 

specialisms, responsibilities, roles and career stages? What 

digital skills do members of the profession have and which 

do they need to develop?

These matters are considered in The digital accountant. It 
notes the need for accountancy and finance professionals to 

invest continually across a broad range of technology areas; 

explores their breadth and depth; and offers insights into how 

professionals can add value by combining their traditional 

accountancy and finance skills with their digital knowledge, 

business acumen and ethical lens to provide a powerful 

perspective. ‘It enables us to critically appraise the commercial 

potential of digital transformation,’ says Webb.

Make the journey
To do this successfully, all accountancy and finance 

professionals will need to make a transformative journey, 

and some may need to travel further than others. In a global 

survey for The digital accountant, responses from more 

than 4,200 ACCA members, affiliates and students indicate 

higher ability levels for traditional technologies than new 

and emerging ones. Respondents report expert ability levels 

in spreadsheeting (81%) and enterprise resource planning 

solutions (72%), with much lower levels, for example, for 

artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (20%) and 

blockchain (20%).

‘Don’t over-rely on your traditional skillsets,’ says Webb. 

Digital skills should go beyond knowledge of applications 

‘Digitalisation of 
workplaces will 
continue apace. 

Either we are part of 
that journey or we 

run the risk of  
being left behind’

to encompass new technologies 

and the techniques needed to 

implement them. ‘Operationalisation 

of technologies such as 5G and the 

hyperautomation of AI and robotic 

process automation may rapidly 

eclipse the recent pace of change,’ 

says Webb, but he cautions against 

focusing too much on a particular 

technology. ‘If we overemphasise 

our appreciation initially, we may 

become cynical about its value 

before it becomes a reality in 

business,’ he says. 

‘What’s needed are the digital skills 

to understand how technology is enabling or transforming 

the business model of your client or organisation,’ says Webb. 

Data is more important than ever; as is understanding its flow 

and influence on how the business is modelled. ‘Increasingly, 

within this model, financial and non-financial data converge, 

and all data is operational,’ says Webb. More and more the 

metrics driving performance measurement and management 

extend beyond financial data. He says: ‘Appreciating this 

aspect of the digital landscape is essential for the finance 

professional of the future.’

Seize the opportunity
With so many technologies evolving so fast, keeping a 

broad, high-level watching brief may be the most effective 

way to stay on top of changes, helped by trusted sources of 

information, such as ACCA. Taking a few minutes each day 

to invest in continuous learning and focusing some of this 

on the digital landscape and language will be beneficial; 

likewise recent insights from ACCA, in articles such as Digital 
leadership: Leading finance digital transformation (bit.ly/

Digital-leadership-transformation) and the report Explainable 
AI: Putting the user at the core (see page 24).

‘To ensure that we are effective, we need to broaden 

our knowledge base from the application focus that we 

may traditionally have had, to the understanding of how 

technology and data create value for organisations, says Helen 

Brand, ACCA chief executive. ‘We have a clear opportunity to 

play a significant role in achieving that success.

‘Digitalisation of workplaces will continue apace. Either we 

are part of that journey or we run the risk of being left behind. 

We need to make sure that as individuals and as professionals, 

we seize the opportunity.’ AB

Lesley Meall, journalist
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Apply and explain
Artificial intelligence has the potential to deliver insights in a vast range of contexts, 
but understanding its outputs is a challenge that needs to be overcome

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the potential to change 
our lives beyond recognition. The capacity for  
  machines to learn through exposure to examples 

and large sets of data could bring breakthroughs in medicine, 
reduce the cost of essential services and transform policing. 
The potential benefits for business, and the accountancy 
profession, are equally revolutionary – AI is already being 
used to rapidly and accurately complete routine tasks and 
spot discrepancies in data and transactions.

But AI brings its own challenges, not least the opacity of its 

output. The addition of a cognitive layer to automation brings 

insight, but it is not always clear how an algorithm has reached 

its conclusions. AI is often described as a ‘black box’ because 

the complexity, speed and volume of AI decision-making 

obscure the process; in order to gain insight into the factors 

that influence the output produced by an algorithm, we need 

to shine a light on its inner workings 

in a way that humans understand.

This challenge is at the centre of a 

new report from ACCA, Explainable 
AI: Putting the user at the core. It 

points out that, until now, the focus 

has been on refining the quality of 

the outputs of AI by developing 

more and more complex algorithms, 

rather than on explaining the answer. 

But as AI is maturing, the report 

says, explainability is becoming 

increasingly important ‘both for 

decision-making within a business, 

and post-fact audit of decisions 

made’. Auditable algorithms are 

those that are explainable; explainability, in other words, is a 

checks-and-balances mechanism for AI.

Explainability vs accuracy
The challenge is that there is a clear trade-off between the 

accuracy of AI models and their explainability. The most 

accurate algorithms tend to be the most complex, and 

this complicates explainability. But there are also specific 

challenges for the accountancy profession because AI is 

not fully autonomous – it is being used to augment, rather 

than replace, the human role. The opacity of AI means that 

professional accountants are less able to trust the technology 

and to be confident that it is being used ethically. Explainable 

AI helps to improve the understanding of AI and manage 

unrealistic expectations around the technology, and provides a 

level of comfort and clarity to those harbouring doubt.

A central problem is that explainability – or a lack of it 

– affects the ability of professional accountants to display 

scepticism; in a recent survey of members of ACCA and the 

IMA (Institute of Management Accountants), 54% agreed with 

this statement. ‘Professional accountants frequently refer to 

the idea of scepticism as a north star to guide their ability to 

deliver for their organisations,’ says the report. ‘Scepticism 

involves the ability to ask the right questions, to interrogate 

the responses, to delve deeper into particular areas if needed 

and to apply judgment in deciding if you are satisfied with the 

information as presented.’

Over-fitting issue
The report uses an example to 

illustrate how explainability might 

improve finance professionals’ 

understanding of the limitations of 

AI, and the quality of AI itself. The 

example used is a machine learning 

model for identifying suspicious 

transactions that need further 

investigation. ‘Over-fitting’ occurs 

when a model produces good results 

with historical data used to train the 

algorithm, but struggles with wider 

data sets – in this case, the model 

observed during the training phase that a high proportion 

of suspicious transactions occurred outside normal office 

hours. As a result, the model attached a higher weight to the 

time-stamp of the transaction as a predictor for suspicious 

activity. When the model was applied more widely across all 

transactions, though, most of the out-of-hours transactions 

flagged by the algorithm turned out to be legitimate. Closer 

examination revealed that the training data comprised of 

transactions handled by the organisation’s core, full-time staff, 

while the wider trial involved all staff, many of whom were shift 

 The opacity of AI 
means professional 

accountants are less 
able to trust it and 

be confident it is 
being used ethically
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employees working outside normal office hours. The algorithm 

was not putting the time stamp in its proper context, thereby 

producing a large number of false positive results. 

This is of course a highly simplified illustration, but 

analysing the time-stamp of the transaction relative to the 

contractual hours of the worker inputting the data would have 

produced a far more accurate result. As the report points out, 

rather than being only presented with data showing which 

transactions were suspicious, an explainable approach would 

highlight the components affecting the prediction and help 

the user to spot that time-stamps were over-represented in 

flagged transactions. ‘In the noise, volume and complexity 

of scaling a model with hundreds of features, details get lost 

or misinterpreted,’ says the report, ‘and finding the reasons 

might feel like looking for a needle in a haystack.’

The report makes a number of recommendations, including 

the importance of embedding explainability into enterprise 

adoption and the need to stay aware of evolving trends in 

AI. Policymakers, it adds, should emphasise explainability 

as a design principle in product development. ‘There is the 

opportunity here for a virtuous cycle – one where explainable 

AI improves sales for the developer, value for the user and 

compliance for the regulator,’ it says.

As AI enters the mainstream, the report concludes, 

governance, risk and control mechanisms become even 

more important. ‘Human responsibility doesn’t go away, but 

explainability tools will be the support mechanism to augment 

the ability of professional accountants to act ethically.’ AB

Liz Fisher, journalist 
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A new world for advice 
The provision of financial advice is a well-established part of the service sector 
landscape. How might technology and regulation shape its future?

Powerful forces are influencing the future of advice. 
Not only are populations in many economies ageing 
and becoming wealthier on average, but Covid-19 has 

also raised awareness of the precariousness of our work and 
therefore our pensions and savings. Good financial advice 
is therefore increasingly important as more people rely on 
investment income to support them in retirement.

The market for financial advice is evolving in other ways 

too. Women are now significant consumers of financial 

advice, having become more involved in household financial 

decisions, increasingly managing their own incomes and 

typically living longer than men. 

Changing consumer tastes and preferences also have an 

impact. Concern about climate change, human rights and 

other sustainability issues creates demand for socially and 

environmentally-conscious investment options. Meanwhile, the 

increasing range of complexity of products makes choosing 

the right ones challenging. 

These are some of the factors highlighted in The 
Future of Advice: Overcoming challenges to 
deliver great consumer outcomes, a new report 

published by Chartered Accountants Australia 

and New Zealand (CA ANZ). Though focused 

on Australia and New Zealand 

and based on surveys of 

individuals in those countries 

as well as CA ANZ members, 

the findings provide insights for advisers and regulators 

around the world. They create a picture of consumer 

preferences and the part that technology could play in the 

provision of cost-effective financial advice, as well as some 

regulatory challenges. 

Consumer demand and preferences
As the report shows, individuals with higher incomes are more 

likely to use financial advice. They do so for various reasons, 

but particularly to get help navigating the administrative and 

tax requirements of investments and to gain tailored advice to 

ensure their finances are safe. 

When asked about the future of advice and how it might 

change, the top request is for advice to be less expensive. 

Cost is seen as the main barrier to using financial advice. 

Consumers also want advice to be more personalised to 

individual needs and more transparent. Such advice is more 
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likely to increase trust in the adviser, as well as 

leading to good consumer outcomes. 

One potential way to achieve such goals is through 

the use of more technology. For example, mechanising 

repetitive tasks could enable advisers to reduce the 

cost of their services. Increased efficiency and reduced 

costs could also be achieved by the introduction of 

‘robo-advice’, which uses programs and algorithms to create 

customised financial advice based on information about an 

individual’s financial situation. Users enter personal details, 

such as age, gender, income, assets, financial goals and 

risk tolerance. However, as The Future of Advice indicates, 

many individuals are wary of robo-advice. Only 24% of survey 

respondents said they would use it, while 29% said they 

preferred to talk to a person and would never use robo-advice

Asked about their preferred format 

for receiving advice in future, 64% of 

respondents want to receive advice 

from a person, in real life. Consumers 

are far less willing to receive advice 

by phone or internet – even if 

delivered by a real person (16%). 

They are even less willing to receive 

advice from a robo-adviser, whether 

in combination with human advice 

(14%) or in isolation (6%). 

Such strongly adverse feelings may 

change in time, as robo-advice is still 

relatively new technology. It could be 

a real help to financial advisers, who 

see its potential for making advice 

more affordable, transparent and personalised. 

Blended models
A blended model that combines robo-advice with human 

expertise could provide the ultimate solution in terms of 

high quality advice. For example, human advisers could 

help individuals to set their financial goals, overcome gaps 

in their financial literacy and address behavioural biases. 

Robo-advisers could then help consumers to manage their 

portfolios, acting on decisions to buy and sell investments 

and providing information for inclusion in tax returns. The 

technology could handle repetitive tasks, while human advisers 

remain available for irregular or complex inquiries. Technology 

Consumers want 
advice to be more 

personalised to 
individual needs and 

more transparent. 
Such advice is more 

likely to increase 
trust in the adviser

could also benefit consumers in other ways, 

by giving them more control. New apps can 

help individuals to manage their finances more 

efficiently and flexibly. 

As tech-savvy younger generations become more 

significant consumers of financial advice, demand for such 

technology is likely to increase.  

Regulatory matters
Apart from resistance to robo-advisers, regulatory factors 

could stand in the way of lower-cost financial advice. 

A majority of advisers surveyed (76%) see increasing 

regulation as a key challenge to making advice affordable 

and personalised. 

Strong regulation is valuable. In many jurisdictions, 

regulations requiring particular 

professional qualifications for 

specific activities seek to raise and 

sustain the quality of the advice 

customers receive. However, there 

is also a risk that such requirements 

increase the cost of advice, making 

it unaffordable for some members 

of society. 

There are also some regulatory 

questions about the impact 

technology such as artificial 

intelligence (AI) could have on the 

quality of advice. For example, how 

can institutions ensure their systems 

will not evolve to discriminate 

against a particular group? Can AI deal with human notions 

of fairness? How can an AI system explain its decision 

process to humans and can an AI system truly understand the 

decision process of humans? Such issues are likely to become 

increasingly important over time as the future delivery of 

financial advice evolves.  

The report therefore urges policymakers to work with 

financial advisers and technology providers to resolve any 

tensions, ensuring that regulations strike the right balance 

between protecting consumers and enabling advisers to 

operate effectively. AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Going for growth
Covering 51 organisations, 29 networks and 22 associations, the IAB’s 2020 Annual 
World Survey shows combined earnings of £196bn (US$234bn) in fee income

A verage growth in 2019 among accountancy 
networks and the Big Four was 4%, and among  
mid-tier networks it was 5%. For associations, 

average growth was at 14%, driven by some organisations’ 
extensive efforts to acquire new member firms.

According to the latest annual survey of networks and 

associations by the International Accounting Bulletin (IAB) 

covering 51 organisations, the largest global professional 

services network Deloitte cemented its advantage over close 

competitor PwC. It experienced 7% growth to US$46.2bn, 
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More information

Find the full report at bit.ly/IAB-survey2020.

driven by growth in advisory services. It made 60% of its fee 

income of US$46.2bn from advisory in the year to 31 May 2019.

The gap between third-ranked EY and KPMG in fourth place 

also widened, with the difference now standing at just over 

US$6.6bn. EY made US$36.3bn in fee income for the year 

ending 30 June 2019, up by 8%.

In the top 10 networks ranking, RSM edged over Grant 

Thornton, making US$19.3m more in fee income, and totalling 

US$5.73bn. It also took the spot of the sixth-largest network 

globally. It should be noted, however, that RSM fee income 

includes US$1.3bn from alliance member fi rms.

In the association ranking, three new additions bring minor 

changes to the overall list. A merger between the network 

MGI Worldwide and association CPA Associates International 

makes the newly created MGI Worldwide with CPAAI the 

11th-largest association, with a combined fee income of 

US$914.9m.

Gender diversity
As regards the number of female staff and partners, the IAB 

found an increase in the networks and associations providing 

information on the amount of female staff they employ.

For those that submitted this information, there were 1.9 

million female staff members compared to 81,977 reported last 

year, representing almost half (45.32%) of all staff members. 

However, there is a much greater gap at partner level, with 

only a fi fth (20.34%) of partners being female, up from 17.38% 

of total partners last year. AB

There was an 
increase in the 
networks and 

associations 
providing 

information on the 
amount of female 
staff they employ
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More information

See ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite  
accaglobal.com/covid-19 for updates, 
guidance and support.

New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern is 
praised for her leadership style.

Showing humanity
Against the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic, Dr Rob Yeung refl ects on the 
techniques effective leaders use to promote wellbeing as well as performance

times, ask for comments from those who 

are prepared to point out your fl aws.

Whether you manage others or not, 

make a conscious effort to look after 

your own mental health. Psychologists 

distinguish between unproductive worry 

and productive worry. For example, 

simply worrying, speculating on 

what horrors could befall you would 

be considered unproductive worry. 

So would spending hours scrolling 

through social media reading posts and 

stories from sources of questionable 

reputation. Dwelling for too long on 

things you cannot infl uence is also 

considered unproductive.

In contrast, productive worry is more 

about analysing a situation, identifying 

problems and solving them. That might 

entail researching the parts of the 

situation that you can affect, having 

constructive conversations with others, 

writing down actions and then following 

through on them.

When you have worried productively 

and done all you can, it’s a good idea 

to immerse yourself in other activities: 

do something fun or fi nd a small project 

to develop your skills and knowledge. 

Even better, help others: research shows 

that demonstrating kindness to others is 

one of the best ways to boost our own 

psychological wellbeing. AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

In recent decades, researchers have 
been able to observe leaders across 
the globe as they dealt with economic 
crises, nuclear disasters, oil spills, 
massive business failures and other 
large-scale calamities. Data collected 
by business schools, universities and 
employers suggest that the behaviour 
of leaders has a considerable impact 
on both employees’ wellbeing and 
their performance.

Leaders facing trying circumstances 

often focus heavily on demonstrating 

their competence. They focus on 

gathering the best fi nancial and 

economic data and analysing it in 

order to create a plan of action. They 

communicate their aims and then drive 

employees and their organisations 

towards their goals.

Studies strongly suggest, however, 

that employees respond not just to 

displays of competence but also to 

demonstrations of benevolence. In fact, 

research fi rst conducted by scientists led 

by Susan Fiske at Princeton University in 

the US suggests that all humans – not 

just employees – respond universally to 

warmth, compassion and the sense that 

others genuinely care.

So, as a leader, do not focus only on 

the rational parts of the projects and 

challenges before you. Accept that 

your people are human beings who 

may be anxious, sad or scared. In your 

communications, aim to get away from 

the business jargon to communicate your 

concern for them. Be willing to show 

your human side – maybe even to share 

to a degree your worries and feelings.

Many leaders believe they must 

appear strong; in fact, research tells 

us that employees often respond 

more positively to leaders they see as 

vulnerable and authentic.

Effective leaders also deliberately 

seek out opposing viewpoints. It can 

be easy to surround yourself, perhaps 

inadvertently, with advisers who have 

similar backgrounds, sets of values and 

attitudes to you. But the key to putting 

together robust plans is to seek dissent 

– to look for the holes in your arguments 

and weak spots in your proposals.

Finally, effective leaders tend to 

ask others for feedback on their own 

effectiveness as leaders, so be sure to 

seek constructive criticism from people 

around you on how you are perceived. 

Yes, you may be doing a good job – but 

in what ways could you alter your style to 

do even better? Are you coming across 

as both competent and benevolent?

One trap that leaders may fall into is 

to seek feedback only from a limited 

pool of advisers who may offer mainly 

positive feedback. If you truly wish to 

improve your effectiveness in diffi cult 
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What matters

Watch our video with Dr Rob Yeung in 
which he talks about meaningful work 
at bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

Work that delivers
Doing a job that is both meaningful and compatible with your values can lead to 
greater satisfaction, higher levels of commitment and better health, says Dr Rob Yeung

as enacting societal change, saving 

the planet or curing disease as well 

as smaller aspirations such as helping 

colleagues or making clients happy.

C is for consequence or the 

significance of our work. People feel that 

their job is more worthwhile when they 

agree with statements such as ‘I have 

discovered work that has a satisfying 

purpose’ and ‘I understand how my 

work contributes to my life’s meaning’.

The ABC of meaningful work has 

practical implications for leaders and 

human resources departments. Leaders 

communicating updates and vision 

statements often focus on organisational 

outcomes such as profit or shareholder 

value; however, these sorts of abstract 

goals are rarely inspiring to employees. 

Instead, discussion of issues such as 

greater freedoms within the workplace, 

collegiality within teams, and impact on 

customers and communities should be 

more rousing.

Recently, researchers led by Evgenia 

Lysova at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 

recommended actions for leaders 

wishing to boost meaningfulness for 

employees: give people the resources 

they need to work well; provide personal 

and career development opportunities; 

and give employees at least small ways 

in which they can redefine their jobs 

to align with their individual needs, 

preferences and passions.

While these may be unsurprising 

recommendations, the reality is that 

The belief that we do meaningful 
work – that boosts our self-worth 
and is significant and compatible 
with our life’s values – has important 
consequences. A recent statistical 
analysis led by Purdue University 
researcher Blake Allan found that 
employees’ experience of doing 
meaningful work was strongly 
predictive of positive outcomes such 
as higher levels of job satisfaction, 
work commitment and even better 
physical health. 

Most people work because they must 

make money; however, the notion of 

meaningful work requires that a job 

delivers something more fulfilling or 

important. Various teams have collected 

data showing that the experience of 

meaningful work likely requires the 

presence of at least three factors. I call 

these the ABC of meaningful work.

A is for (self-)actualisation or the 

degree to which we are able to realise 

and express ourselves through our work, 

which includes working on projects that 

tie in to our strengths, interests and 

passions. People typically report greater 

self-actualisation when they more 

strongly agree with statements such as 

‘I feel free to express opinions’, ‘I have 

autonomy in my work’ and ‘I am treated 

with respect’.

B is for broader purpose or the 

extent to which we feel that our work 

serves something other than ourselves. 

This is measured by agreement with 

statements such as ‘I know my work 

makes a positive difference in the 

world’ and ‘I see a connection between 

my work and social good’. Broader 

purpose could relate to lofty goals such 

Help yourself by 
reflecting and 
being honest 

about your values 
– the things 

that truly matter 
to you in life
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More information

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.

If you have a question for the talent 
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com.

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

However, he recently retired and gave all of his shares 

to his children. I got nothing. Should I quit?

A Many people in your situation would feel betrayed, 

hurt or even vengeful. However, I suggest that 

you take your time to evaluate your options before making any drastic 

decisions. Of course, evaluate opportunities elsewhere by speaking with recruiters. 

Also contact people within your own network and make it known that you are open 

to offers. But accept that fi nding a genuinely rewarding next job is a process that 

usually takes months rather than weeks.

If you are seriously considering leaving, though, do focus on the positives as well 

as this one major negative of your current job. How do you otherwise rate your 

present work environment? To what extent do you feel that you have autonomy, 

responsibility and positive relationships with colleagues and other stakeholders? 

To what degree do you enjoy the work, feel challenged and believe that you are 

learning valuable new skills? Do not quit simply because you feel upset by what has 

happened if your current job actually has continuing upsides.

In addition, speak to the patriarch and the new business owners. Choose your 

words carefully and fi rmly but calmly tell them of your disappointment; then spend 

more time asking where they see you fi tting into things from now on. If they say 

that you are a valued part of the team, then push for some kind of contract. If 

you ultimately decide to stay, then agree to some realistic targets and put a legal 

agreement in place. Remember that verbal promises are of limited worth.

Tips for the top
Some managers believe that keeping employees feeling insecure about their job 

prospects – for example, by relying more on contract and casual work practices – 

may incentivise them to work harder. However, new research conducted jointly by 

academics at British and Australian business schools suggests that job insecurity 

more likely harms employees’ ability to perform productively. The researchers led by 

Chia-Huei Wu tracked 1,045 employees over nine years, fi nding that long-term job 

insecurity eroded desirable personality traits such as emotional 

stability and conscientiousness. In practice, that means 

that employees experiencing job insecurity became less 

able to cope with stress and less capable of achieving 

goals. If you are a manager wishing to encourage 

productivity and high performance within your team, 

then be sure to support your employees through 

both your words and work practices. If you are an 

employee suffering from insecure work, fi ght for job 

security or fi nd work elsewhere to avoid having your 

very personality affected.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

Q I am a manager in a private 

business that is entirely family-

owned. For years, the father and 

majority shareholder repeatedly 

promised that I would receive a stake. 

there is often a mismatch between 

what leaders feel they provide and 

what employees say they receive. 

If you as a leader wish to boost 

meaningfulness among your 

employees, be sure to seek 

feedback on the extent to 

which you are taking these sorts 

of actions.

As an individual, help yourself 

by refl ecting and being honest 

about your values – the things 

that truly matter to you in life. For 

example, if a value such as exercising 

your creativity, pursuing status or 

understanding technology is important 

to you, then seek out work that allows 

you to express such needs. Figure 

out what matters – even if it may not 

be what is expected of you by friends 

and family.

Also understand that 

meaningfulness tends to happen in 

episodes rather than continually. For 

instance, you may have a fl eeting 

encounter with a colleague or client 

that makes you feel proud or positive, 

only to experience many hours or 

days of bureaucratic or otherwise 

less meaningful work. Accept that 

meaningful events tend to happen only 

sporadically rather than unreasonably 

expecting all of your work to be 

meaningful; then remind yourself of 

these occurrences to get through more 

challenging times. AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.
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to stakeholders,’ Murray says. ‘We 

also investigate the reason for the 

collapse and make a report to a 

government body on the conduct of 

the directors. We may have to take 

legal to restrict or disqualify directors 

from acting as directors depending on 

the investigations.’

Key skills
CR&I is a highly technical role that 

requires forensic-like analytical skills 

and a broad knowledge of business and 

sectors, accompanied by a legal mind: 

‘We work in an arena where the worlds 

of accounting and law intermingle and 

blur frequently,’ says Murray.

Also key are the softer skills, as 

practitioners work with people, such as 

business owners, in often difficult times. 

To this end, Talby believes empathy, 

backbone and ‘a well-defined sense of 

humour’ are key.

Getting in and getting on
‘The ACCA Qualification is continues to 

be invaluable to me,’ says Talby.

He also notes that CR&I is a career 

that can require other qualifications, 

(for example, the Joint Insolvency 

Examinations Board exam in the UK), 

and at least five years to become 

grounded, ‘but the financial and job 

satisfaction rewards are there’.

As well as a path to partner within a 

practice, a career in this field can lead to 

roles in industry, as you’ll be equipped 

with a strong set of practical business 

skills and an understanding of corporate 

governance issues. AB

Neil Johnson, journalist

The Covid-19 pandemic is putting 
businesses of all sizes and across all 
sectors under tremendous pressure 
and will unfortunately lead to failures, 
perhaps on a large-scale. The corporate 
recovery and insolvency (CR&I) 
practitioner is ideally positioned to 
provide expert advice in this time of 
need, says Sam Talby FCCA, partner 
at UK practice PCR. 

‘Regardless of various funding 

initiatives, some businesses will 

become insolvent and will need to 

be placed into administration or 

liquidation,’ adds Talby. ‘It’s important 

for SME owners to seek help as soon 

as possible, because the earlier we’re 

involved, the more likely a rescue can 

be delivered.’

The role
On the one hand, CR&I requires working 

with underperforming and distressed 

companies with a view to turning them 

around, and returning them to stable 

financial positions and profitable 

trading. On the other, it involves 

winding up failing or failed businesses.

With Covid-19, the disappearance 

of markets and customers will cause 

a liquidity crisis among large swathes 

of the business community. ‘Business 

owners need to determine and assess 

the severity of their business situation, 

and plot a way forward in the immediate 

weeks and months ahead,’ says Tom 

Murray FCCA, a director at Friel Stafford 

in Ireland. CR&I practitioners can help.

Practitioners also carry out solvent 

liquidations as a corporate simplification 

process by winding up solvent 

companies that have come to the end 

of their purpose. However, for some, 

a solvent liquidation is not possible 

and they will need to enter a formal 

insolvency procedure.

‘We take charge of the company, 

realise its assets and distribute them 

The complete package
We examine the role of the corporate recovery and insolvency practitioner, the skills 
required for the job, getting into the specialism and where it can take you in your career
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No workplace like home
While many organisations were already starting to embrace the benefits of 
agile working, the Covid-19 pandemic has led to its widespread adoption

While the Covid-19 pandemic is forcing 
millions across Asia to work from home, 
for many it is business as usual. Agile 
working – defined as giving employees 
the ability to work wherever, whenever 
and however they want – was already 
beginning to take off in Asia, with 
both companies and workers seeing 
significant benefits from the practice.

PwC Malaysia first began introducing 

agile working more than 10 years 

ago. Pauline Ho, people partner at 

PwC Malaysia, says the firm has seen 

significant benefits from the practice, 

including higher staff engagement; a 

recent survey found that, for 92% of 

employees, it was a major factor in 

choosing to stay.

The practice has also helped PwC 

adapt to the current situation. ‘Our 

people are already well-equipped with 

the necessary tools, enabled by the 

trust given by their leaders. This helps 

minimise business and operational 

disruptions within the firm,’ she says.

Higher standards
Andre Springett, manager, accounting 

and finance, at Randstad Hong 

Kong, says that agile working leads 

to higher standards as workers are 

keen to demonstrate their ability 

to work independently. It also 

enables companies to expand the 

recruitment pool, both in terms of 

geographical location and also in 

attracting people for whom office work 

would be difficult.

Cost savings are another bonus. ‘We 

have seen organisations that had very 

expensive offices downsize as a result of 

having a workforce working remotely,’ 

says Hilary Stevenson, head of leadership 

training and development at Atrium HR.

As part of supporting an agile working 

culture at United Overseas Bank 

(UOB), the bank enables flexible work 

arrangements, including staggered 

work hours and monthly two-hour paid 

time off, as well as working-from-home 

arrangements for employees whose 

roles can accommodate them to do so.

Dean Tong, head of group human 

resources at UOB, says: ‘With the 

flexibility to choose where, when and 

how to work, our colleagues tend to 

have better work-life balance and 

increased levels of productivity.’

But while there are many benefits to 

agile working, Stevenson stresses that 

there is a lot more to implementing the 

practice than simply giving staff a laptop 

and letting them choose where they 
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Agile working for all
Despite a perception that it is favoured by young people, agile working is proving 

popular across all age groups. A survey by Randstad Singapore found that while 90% 

of Millennials in Asia Pacific enjoyed the work-life balance benefits offered by agile 

working, 89% of workers over 55 also felt the same way; the global average for all age 

groups is 82%. Dean Tong, head of group human resources at UOB, says: ‘There is 

a hypothesis that certain segments of employees tend to have a greater preference 

to work from home; however, we have seen that the flexible work arrangements are 

widely appreciated across the different age groups within the bank.’ Hilary Stevenson, 

head of leadership training and development at Atrium HR, adds that although agile 

working helps to attract and retain mothers, it is being adopted by fathers, too. ‘We 

have found that law firms in Hong Kong are increasingly mentioning agile working as 

one of the pros they offer,’ she says. 

check out the health and safety and 

employment law requirements country 

by country, and think about how you are 

practically going to implement them,’ 

Stevenson says.

Walsh also cautions that there 

are potential issues over isolating 

professional and confidential material. 

‘As an employer, you need to think 

about how you make sure your 

intellectual property and intellectual 

capital is protected when people might 

be sitting in Starbucks or sharing a 

computer at home,’ she says.

While it may appear that Covid-19 

has pushed agile working up the 

corporate agenda, Walsh is concerned 

that it could actually set the debate 

back to the rapidity with which it has 

been implemented. ‘My worry is that 

there will be a backlash and organisations 

will say their productivity was down 

during that period,’ she says. 

Stevenson agrees: ‘The full agile 

transformation is much bigger and 

requires very thorough preparation.’ AB

Nicky Burridge, journalist

There are other challenges, too. Walsh 

points out that in places like Hong Kong, 

people may have little space in which to 

work at home. Another downside can be 

that a ‘response culture’ can develop, 

with the expectation that employees 

pick up all the time. Springett suggests 

that employees should find a dedicated 

space where they will not be distracted. 

He also advises people to change out of 

their pyjamas and into office attire to get 

into the right frame of mind.

Ho, meanwhile, emphasises the 

importance of breaks: ‘At the office, we 

have small moments to decompress, 

such as chatting with a colleague. Make 

sure to give yourself time for regular 

breaks throughout the day.’

Having the right IT support in place is 

critical. Tong says UOB equips its people 

with technology-based tools and ensures 

that they have the knowledge to use 

them before they start to work remotely. 

The bank also has its own private cloud 

in which information can be stored and 

shared safely and securely.

Springett suggests that companies 

should also strengthen cybersecurity 

measures and ensure all data is secured 

and encrypted with VPN connection.

In addition, there are a number of 

legal and HR issues that agile working 

raises. ‘My advice to the HR team is to 

work. ‘I think it lives and dies by how 

it is introduced,’ she says, adding that 

common concerns among managers 

include losing contact with their team 

members, who in turn worry about how 

they will be assessed. 

‘There is a lot of responsibility on 

the team leader to make sure the right 

environment is created, and people feel 

that they are trusted,’ she adds.

Springett points out that companies 

also have to change how they measure 

productivity, switching to an outcome-

based approach rather than an inputs-

based one.

Ho agrees: ‘Over the years, we have 

been working towards a culture which 

focuses on outcomes rather than the 

number of hours our people spend at 

work,’ she says.

Engaged approach 
Pattie Walsh, partner at international law 

firm Bird & Bird, says companies also 

need to think about how they continue 

to encourage collaboration when 

people are not in the same physical 

space. Fortunately, there are many 

digital tools that can accommodate this.

Her own team has a mandatory virtual 

meeting every morning, to connect 

people and discuss their workload. 

‘Sometimes it is hard to pick up 

from quick calls or emails whether 

people are feeling the strain or feeling 

isolated or unhappy about something, 

so we do try to create an opportunity 

for engagement and some social 

interaction beyond just the work in hand 

that day,’ she says.

Tong also encourages a daily check-

in: ‘I always encourage teams that are 

working remotely to enable the video 

call function every time we speak so we 

don’t lose that face-to-face interaction.’ 

According to Ho, encouraging teams 

to take a virtual meal or tea break 

together also improves connectivity, 

despite working remotely.

More information

See ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite 
accaglobal.com/covid-19 for updates, 
guidance and support.
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Box headline
Voluptas eum, ipis mincte ped quis 

accullorest, sintecta velest labor rereiciis 

quos dollautetur? Qui nam, volor 

sunt adi berit vene pro quae commos 

quaspit, si omni lorem ipsum.

Boxout crosshead: doluptur, sequamust 

magni bera coribusdam et re nobist la 

dolore con re volorer spercit autem as 

rerum volut volorun.

Boxout crosshead: moditat urehend 

isciae. Gitae magnima ximporr 

undenimilit prem culpa dolore prae 

estrum rerem aborrup turiantion culpa 

doluptus lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.

Box headline
Voluptas eum, ipis mincte ped quis 

accullorest, sintecta velest labor rereiciis 

quos dollautetur? Qui nam, volor 

sunt adi berit vene pro quae commos 

quaspit, si omnoditat urehend isciae. 

Gitae magnima ximporr undenimilit 

prem culpa dolore prae estrum rerem 

aborrup turiantion culpa doluptus.

Ur, nihitiis mollaut rerum atum, core 

saerae cus aut que pos ex exerepe 

rroviducias es venet odit, simporum 

dolo el eaquidis corro blatios qui 

volupta quique dit estemperum 

doluptas et, vollam re que sus eum hit 

aut occusaecus essi omnihiciis et lorem 

ipsum dolor sit amet nunc.

Sustainable approach
KPMG Australia has acquired the 

business of Action Sustainability 

Asia Pacific, a specialist in social 

and environmental sustainability 

advisory services including supply 

chains, investments, property and 

infrastructure. Gary Wingrove, 

KPMG Australia CEO, said: ‘Action 

Sustainability Asia Pacific’s social 

and environmental expertise 

complements and expands our existing 

human rights, social impact and 

sustainability capabilities.’ 

Mitigating cyber risk
Three of the founders of Code QB, 

all specialists in consumer identity 

access management (CIAM) services 

in Thailand, have joined Deloitte’s 

risk advisory practice to boost the 

team’s capabilities to help clients 

manage customer identity matters in 

Asia Pacific. Thio Tse Gan, Deloitte 

Southeast Asia cyber leader, said that 

as organisations continue on their 

digital transformation journey, one key 

imperative is to address CIAM concerns. 

‘A well-considered CIAM strategy will 

not only result in the implementation of 

solutions that will address security and 

control expectations; it will also improve 

customers’ experiences,’ he said. 

The view from
Elena Mudraya ACCA, senior consultant at RGP 
Australia, on the importance of innovation in audit

our lives, it is having a 

significant impact on the 

audit profession. Some 

people see technology 

as the end of the audit 

profession but it is unable 

to replace the vital 

element of judgment. I 

see technology improvement as a 

tool to make audit more efficient, to 

concentrate on significant risk areas and 

to better serve my clients.

Australia is a gorgeous place for 
both living and doing business. 
A summer climate almost all year 

round – compared with Russia – 

and the greatest beaches only 

a short distance from Sydney’s 

central business district contribute 

to happiness. Being a nation of 

immigrants, Australian cities are 

cultural melting pots, with festivals, 

events, restaurants and cafes that draw 

inspiration from around the world.

There are a few things that inspire 
me. You never know what the new 

day brings and that is really exciting. 

Challenging myself and getting out of 

my comfort zone inspires me as well. 

My team inspires me to be a great 

leader and a passionate professional 

they can learn from – someone they 

can rely on and trust. And, of course, 

my family inspires me and gives 

me the energy to perform better in 

everything I do. AB

I began my career at KPMG 
as a graduate and stayed 
there for over eight years, 
working in Russia and 
then Australia. Given my 

degree in finance, assurance 

seemed a natural fit. The 

skills I’ve acquired as an 

auditor have set me up for virtually any 

career path, from manufacturing to 

healthcare to education to real estate. 

I see hundreds of different businesses, 

gain an understanding of processes and 

have access to things that are normally 

hidden from view.

Auditing is very dynamic. 
Developments in reporting standards, 

technological shifts and economic 

changes have put audit under great 

scrutiny. More stakeholders than 

ever rely on the accuracy of financial 

statements. Globally, the profession 

is facing pressure after a series of 

business failures and new audit 

quality measures are being constantly 

introduced by regulatory bodies to 

improve the quality of audit work. Audit 

firms need to be innovative to keep up 

with this changing environment. 

Technology plays a very important 
role in audit. We all know the common 

myths about auditors and accountants: 

that we are old-fashioned folks, 

crunching numbers on calculators. 

But just as digital transformation 

has revolutionised many aspects of 

21% 
global decrease in 
audits with inspection 
findings since 2015.

Source: International 
Forum of Independent 
Audit Regulators

Working remotely

Heather Smith FCCA, a digital practitioner in Brisbane, Australia, looks at how to 
adapt during the Covid-19 pandemic. Listen at bit.ly/AB-pod-heather-smith.
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Fit for purpose
Understand your staff and define your practice model, advises Keith Underwood in the 
second of a two-part series; then you can create a future-proof advisory resource

There is no magic solution to future-
proofing the skills required in 
tomorrow’s practice. Rapid change and 
the re-evaluation of systems, services 
and workflows are constantly creating 
new business models.

The first article (AB April 2020, page 

38) addressed how to understand your 

practice better, who it serves and how. 

From this point you can then define 

your practice model – a task some have 

already undertaken and others are 

undergoing or putting off.

Some of these models may fail, 

but those that succeed may need 

new skillsets, dedicated client-facing 

and interpersonally skilled staff, data 

analysts, managers and administrators. 

This is a materially different requirement 

from the historic pyramid, but one that 

will set in place an advisory resource that 

should be scalable for future growth.

There are several core talent-

management disciplines that should 

already be in place, irrespective of 

potential changes to your practice’s 

strategy and model:

* bi-annual reviews and regular 

appraisals to ensure staff are 

personally engaged, focused on 

their clients, empowered, supported 

and enjoying their work

* active information transfer from 

partner level down to senior 

management and team, to make 

people feel trusted and invested in

* regular communication via relevant 

updates, team meetings etc.

These actions should help create clear 

communication across the practice at 

Growth strategies

In our video, Tim Underwood explains 
ways to contribute to the success of a 
practice: bit.ly/ab_growth.
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Path to a relevant workforce
* Understand the ‘DNA’ of your workforce and their current skillsets.

* Decide on your practice model (see April’s article). Communicate this alongside 

your business vision. Look to inspire key team members to convey your message.

* Segment and analyse client data.

* Review processes across all areas and standardise and update to fit your model.  

Get this right now, before new tech is used or rolled out.

* Reskill teams for an increase in advisory work if this direction is chosen.

* Provide training on effective or preferred client communication methods (text, 

portals, email etc). This must also reflect current regulation, such as GDPR.

* Provide training to understand process workflows and efficiencies.

* Reskill the team to understand technology, products and how clients use them.

* Reskill the team to evaluate clients more effectively.

* Value your people and they will value the firm, thus increasing retention.

the advisory services and roles they are 

performing, then a half-yearly feedback 

and joint review can empower all staff 

working with that client, and possibly 

bring to the table knowledge that may 

identify opportunities for further work 

and revenue streams.

Spreading client contact doesn’t 

have to revolve around learning new 

skills from ‘the outside’. Mentoring 

programmes can be developed to 

impart these experiences, whether 

through role-play or on-the-job training. 

Most retiring partners will hand over 

clients, files and contacts; however, 

this is usually only 50% of the total 

knowledge base. Unless this knowledge 

is documented, it will be lost. There 

all levels and a better understanding 

of your people, while also improving 

their understanding of the practice’s 

direction. They build a foundation that 

facilitates any change the practice faces.

Spot the skillsets
As you put your practice strategy 

together, it’s time to engage with your 

team to understand and document 

their current skillsets. This should be in 

the context of the direction your firm 

is heading in. As the practice changes, 

so do the roles and skills required. 

Understanding what your firm will need 

is vital in gauging whether your team 

can fulfil this requirement.

By looking to increase efficiencies 

and automate processes, you are likely 

to reduce the work available for clerical 

and even technical team members.

Better quality and more timely 

information flow between your practice 

and clients should also be created. 

If, ultimately, you are looking to 

leverage this client data and stronger 

communication line with the provision 

of a broader range of services, your 

requirements of the team will change.

Practices are built on technical 

knowledge, but process automation and 

more sophisticated technology means 

that individuals will have less number-

crunching to undertake.

If you move towards advisory services, 

do your team members have the traits 

required? This will include emotional 

intelligence and curiosity – and will they 

be proactive with clients?

You will also need to consider that 

the load will need to be spread – even 

if some roles become more specialised. 

This is because more information 

flow between clients and the practice 

will open up more communication 

opportunities. In other words, the 

‘trusted adviser’ role doesn’t have to 

be restricted to the very top of the firm. 

If all client contact points understand 

are ways to transfer this information 

and experience for the benefit of the 

ongoing business and the development 

of skills with the remaining staff. It just 

needs time and (early) effort. 

But it won’t all be about soft skills. 

New technical requirements will be 

put upon firms that inevitably focus on 

processing greater levels of client data. 

These are likely to encompass data 

management and analysis. The use of 

new applications will require training – 

will you have one ‘app champion’ per 

product, or someone to oversee all 

your IT?

You want more, and different types, 

of client interaction. But that is unlikely 

to be the same for the whole client 

base. Segmenting your clients will be 

crucial. For example, clients with more 

basic requirements will require a robust 

but automated connection with your 

practice – with less interaction than 

clients who are higher value and have 

more complex needs.

Ultimately, you must invest in 

developing your strategy, your 

technology, and your people. Two out of 

three is not an option. AB

Keith Underwood is managing director 

of Foulger Underwood.

The ‘trusted 
adviser’ role 

doesn’t have to 
be restricted to 
the very top of 

the firm
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Smart business
The Covid-19 pandemic has forced small and medium-sized practices to rethink 
how they work with clients – transforming the way they operate in the future

are booked directly into cloud-based 

accounting software and financial 

reporting is produced in digital format. 

Nothing is printed and even signatures 

are acquired electronically. 

Wilson notes that audit is also turning 

to this methodology, albeit more slowly 

than the accounting profession as a 

whole. ‘Contemporary auditing firms 

log directly into the client’s cloud-based 

accounting software and carry out the 

audit directly from there,’ he says. ‘All 

back-up documents are stored in the 

accounting system, so it makes clients’ 

and auditors’ lives much easier. The 

one thing auditors still insist on is a real, 

rather than electronic, signature due to 

government requirements rather than 

the auditors insisting on it.’

Border control
In Singapore, a big concern is the 

travel restrictions that have affected 

SMP employees who live in Malaysia 

but work in the neighbouring city-

state. Paul Tan, group head of CA 

Trust’s accounting advisory, says many 

were left stranded and the firm had to 

cope without key employees, some at 

managerial levels. 

‘Frankly, we and many of our clients 

did not plan for disruptions of this 

extent,’ Tan admits, but he adds that 

they have found ways to adapt.

‘For our practice, we had 

adopted several cloud-based IT 

solutions such as Office 365, CaseWare 

and Xero,’ he says. ‘We recently 

invested in communications system 

Velox where, with the app on our 

mobile, we can communicate with 

clients anywhere.’ 

The Covid-19 pandemic has affected 
all areas of life. Offices have shut 
down and more workers are working 
remotely than ever before. Well-
resourced corporations and the 
biggest  accounting firms were quick 
to react but the impact on small- and 
medium-sized practices (SMPs) has 
been less clear.

It has been difficult for SMPs to adapt 

some areas of work to the new realities. 

Audit work, for example, often requires 

face-to-face interaction.

Thomas Lee, a partner at Hong 

Kong-based corporate services firm 

Lee, Au & Co, says that it is ‘not 

quite feasible’ for all firms to fulfil all 

obligations without staff in the office. 

‘Most of the source documents are 

not yet digitalised and we haven’t 

deployed audit automation software, so 

we can only perform some of the audit 

procedures at home,’ Lee says. ‘Other 

service functions, such as bookkeeping, 

company secretarial work, can almost 

only be done in an office.’

Still, client communication through 

channels such as email, WhatsApp, 

WeChat, Skype or Zoom can be 

helpful. Lee, Au & Co has put in place 

a roster for staff go to the office for 

just two days a week with flexible 

working hours to avoid peak-time 

commuting. In fact, the firm had 

already been exploring moving to 

digital virtual office and real-time 

collaboration technologies in response 

to last year’s widespread protests and 

had been aiming to establish entirely 

virtual operations within 18 months: 

‘The Covid-19 outbreak speeds up 

this plan,’ he says.

Other Hong Kong-based firms had 

already started to adapt. 

‘When it was obvious that the 

Hong Kong protests were not going 

to be a short-lived thing, I made 

a conscious decision to split my 

workforce into different locations to 

ensure continuity for my clients,’ says 

Giles Wilson, the CEO and founder of 

LinSon Business Consulting. ‘Should 

something happen at one location, I 

could rely on the other.’ 

This only works, however, if you are 

a fully cloud-based organisation. ‘My 

team can access our files anywhere in 

the world,’ Wilson says. ‘Cloud-based 

systems and software allow you to have 

one version of the truth but accessed 

by anyone and anywhere. Should the 

coronavirus require us to work from 

home, there are no issues as long as 

the employee has a computer and 

internet connection.’

LinSon is already built around cloud-

based systems. All client documents 

(bills, sales invoices and expense 

receipts) are digital. E-documents 

‘This is also a time 
where companies 

should plan 
for upskilling 

employees. When 
there is crisis, there 

is opportunity’
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processes. This is also a time where 

companies should plan for upskilling 

employees,’ he says. ‘When there is 

crisis, there is opportunity. This is also 

a time to look at streamlining the core 

competence of the business.’

Cost concerns
However, Chang notes that cost can be 

a major factor. ‘We found that migrating 

from our existing IT infrastructure to a 

digital office is very costly,’ he says. 

This means that maintaining 

cashflow is vital, says Tan. ‘We have 

been successful in recommending 

that clients in the retail sector adopt 

online commerce to continue to realise 

some sales,’ he says. ‘We have also 

Other Singapore-based accountancy 

firms believe that, thanks to technology, 

SMPs are managing well. 

‘As the job nature of an auditor often 

requires us to be at the client’s place, 

most of the SMPs I know are using some 

kind of audit software,’ says Alan Chang, 

founder and managing director of OA 

Assurance. ‘So, in terms of an SMP 

managing without staff in the office, I 

don’t think there is much of an issue.’ 

Instead, he suggests, the main issue 

is likely to be delays in interacting and 

corresponding with clients. 

Chang suggests that SMPs use this 

time to go digital. 

‘Take advantage of the government 

grants and digitalise the business 

stepped up our recommendations to 

cloud-based solutions.’ 

His main advice for those 

clients in hospitality, food 

and drink and retail sectors is 

focused on maintaining cashflow, 

especially since many appear 

to be technically insolvent. This 

could mean advising firms whose 

business has slowed to almost zero 

to ask staff to take annual leave 

followed by unpaid leave. 

Wilson also suggests negotiating 

with landlords, suppliers and banks. 

‘Ask for a discount; they could be in 

the same position so may well give 

one if it means they can sell their 

product or service,’ he says. 
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Could Covid-19 change business for the better?
Accounting firms, particularly small- and medium-sized practices, believe that the 

coronavirus pandemic will transform the business landscape and some see the 

changes starting in their own firms.

‘We set our bold vision such that in 18-months’ time, we can go paperless and 

everyone can work virtually from home, or a café or a co-working space,’ says 

Thomas Lee, a partner at Hong Kong-based corporate services firm Lee, Au & Co.

Others believe that the impact of the pandemic will lead to revolutionary change. 

‘The crisis will redefine the way we work, with flatter organisations and an increased 

use of technology,’ says Alan Chang, founder and managing director of OA 

Assurance. ‘We may even see more robots and machines taking over simple jobs. 

Companies are looking at ways to cut costs and improve cashflow.’

Lee suggests that the issues raised by the Covid-19 pandemic could bring a need 

for change management in the future. ‘This is the even bigger question as new 

technology brings about new work practices and the forgetting of old ones,’ he says. 

Those who are already seeing businesses floundering predict that they will have to 

work on maintaining cashflow.

‘We have been subtly advising clients who seem to be technically insolvent 

to scale down business operations substantially so as to avoid incurring, where 

possible, high fixed overhead costs and conserve precious cash, to be ready for 

the rebound,’ Tan says.

Regardless of how long the current situation continues, it will take a long time to 

return to ‘business as usual’. ‘Even if the coronavirus crisis stops tomorrow, it will take 

six months for everything to get back to normal. Prepare for that,’ says Giles Wilson, 

CEO and founder of LinSon Business Consulting.

‘Take whatever you have learnt during this period and continue to apply it during 

the best of times. Your bank balance will be very thankful.’ 

More information

See ACCA’s Covid-19 microsite 
accaglobal.com/covid-19 for updates, 
guidance and support.

Keep pushing forward
But Wilson is adamant that businesses 

need to continue pushing. 

‘One thing I’m not telling them 

to do is to stop advertising and 

promotion,’ he says. ‘The public need 

to know they exist and what they 

can offer.’

Ultimately, SMPs need to be 

tenacious and use their nimbleness 

to their advantage. ‘Being a smaller 

practice means that the impact 

during this unpredictable and 

unprecedented time could affect us 

more: it could either make or break us,’ 

says Chang. 

‘However, being a smaller practice 

means that a lot of things are 

controlled by the owner, which also 

means that decisions are made and the 

implementation process is fast.’ AB

David Ho, journalist
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EU for fair work 
The European Commission has 

launched a European Union-wide 

campaign to tackle the black economy. 

This follows research in which one in 

10 respondents said that, in the past 

year, they have purchased goods or 

services that might include undeclared 

work – most frequently home repairs 

or renovations (30%), hairdressing and 

beauty treatments (27%), and repair 

services (19%). ‘All work matters,’ said 

Nicolas Schmit, commissioner for jobs 

and social rights, noting that the survey 

highlights emerging challenges related 

to the collaborative economy.

Upskilling is key 
According to PwC’s 23rd annual Global 
CEO Survey, 36% of Chinese CEOs 

believe they have made significant 

progress in defining the skills needed 

to drive their future growth strategy, 

while 32% are also implementing a 

diversity and inclusion strategy to attract 

a wide range of talent and ensure 

inclusiveness. Thomas Leung, managing 

partner, markets, PwC Mainland China 

and Hong Kong, says upskilling has 

emerged as a more realistic remedy to 

not only address current skills gaps but 

to prepare the workforce for a more 

complex, uncertain world.

The view from
Stephen Izu FCCA, commercial finance analyst, Toll 
Group, New Zealand, on the challenges facing SMEs

performance and evaluating 

customer quotes as well 

as pricing.  

The manner in which 
business is conducted has 
changed significantly over 
the past decade. The lower 

end of the accounting profession, such 

as accounts receivable and accounts 

payable, is gradually being eroded 

by non-accountants and accounting 

applications. This is more so in smaller 

markets like New Zealand, where broad 

career specialisation is valued over 

narrow specialisms. 

SMEs represent 97% of all businesses 
in New Zealand. These miss out on 

economies of scale and synergy enjoyed 

by larger businesses. Although they are 

more flexible in adapting to changing 

government policies, this also deters 

long-term strategic planning. 

I have advanced my career and 
academic endeavours side by side. 
To date, I have both bachelor’s and 

master’s degrees across accounting, 

finance and business, and I am 

completing a PhD. Gaining my ACCA 

membership back in 2011 was strategic 

and instrumental to this achievement.

Financial distress and business failure 
is a plague to any economy, and 
that inspired my doctoral research. 
I aspire to build a robust diagnostic 

tool that diagnoses early stages of 

financial distress before actual failure by 

assessing historical financial and non-

financial results. AB

Although SMEs 
are more flexible 

in adapting 
to changing 
government 

policies, this also 
deters long-term 

strategic planning

I started my career in 
Nigeria at a time when 
the unemployment rate 
was 12%. As a result, it 
didn’t make sense to invest 
hard-earned money to 
acquire a degree to spend 
years after graduation 
stuck in the job market. So I asked 

myself: ‘What profession is the most 

hired?’ Salespeople first followed by 

accountants was the answer – because 

every business needs to make sales 

and once the money starts rolling 

in, someone has to account for it. To 

maximise my chances of getting a job 

after graduation, I went for accounting. 

I work with a global logistics and 
supply chain management company 
as a commercial financial analyst. 
This role enables me to implement 

the output of my doctoral research, 

specifically financial distress diagnosis, 

revenue and cost models. What I 

enjoy about my role is the opportunity 

to combine finance and business 

competence in assessing business 

 
As Covid-19 continues to spread 
across the world, gold suffered its 
greatest weekly loss since 1983 (as at 
mid-March).
Source: Bloomberg

37  year low
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Market forces
What does Covid-19 mean to investors? John Kattar looks at implications for 
the short, medium and longer-term future of financial markets

bring. The expression ‘life will never be 

the same again’ may be hackneyed, but 

it’s true in this case.

A good example of an area now under 

critical review is global supply chains. 

The Covid-19 crisis has amplified cracks 

in the system that have been forming 

since the onset of the recent spate of 

trade disputes. There’s a growing chorus 

of concern that the offshore, just-in-time 

supply regime built over the past several 

decades has resulted in systematic risk 

and fragility that are unsustainable. 

Healthcare in particular has come 

under intense scrutiny. A large portion 

of the world’s drugs and equipment 

are manufactured in China. Supplies of 

some of these critical goods evaporated 

seemingly overnight as the Chinese 

economy ground to a halt early in the 

pandemic and that country struggled 

to meet domestic demand. It’s a virtual 

certainty that the US and Europe will 

move to shift more of the production to 

domestic sources.

Another area of likely structural 

change is harder to predict or quantify, 

but has the potential to have an even 

greater long-term impact – the role of 

government and quasi-governmental 

institutions (such as central banks) in the 

economy and in our society.

History teaches us that politicians 

rarely waste a good crisis, and that 

‘temporary’ measures intended to 

address the immediate crisis have a 

funny way of becoming permanent. 

In the midst of the Great Depression, 

Franklin D Roosevelt introduced 

the New Deal. This represented an 

unparalleled level of government 

intervention in the US economy – and 

The volatility in global stock markets 
in recent weeks in reaction to the 
spread of Covid-19 has been virtually 
unprecedented. In reality, no investor 
has a firm grasp of the implications 
of the crisis. My concerns span three 
distinct levels.

The short term
In order of duration and importance, 

first are the short-term effects – say, over 

the next several quarters. The global 

economy has effectively shut down. As 

a result, a number of leading investment 

firms now predict a collapse in economic 

growth that could surpass anything seen 

during the Great Depression of the 

1930s. Obviously earnings and revenues 

will be devastated. The big unknown 

is how well the crash in stock prices 

reflects this new reality. 

As an aside, it’s worth noting that, 

during the Second World War, the 

S&P 500 bottomed out in 1941. This 

was well before the end of the war, 

but just months before the tide of 

the war changed, first in the Pacific 

and later elsewhere. Given financial 

markets’ uncanny ability to foresee the 

seemingly unknowable, expect Wall 

Street to anticipate the end of the crisis 

before Main Street.

The intermediate term
My second area of concern is the 

intermediate term. What happens 

beyond the next couple of quarters? 

Some day this crisis will be over and 

the economy, markets and life will 

gradually return to normal. Sadly not all 

companies will be around to see that 

day. And so investors are questioning 

We need to be 
watchful of the 

potential for some 
powers to become 

a standard part 
of governments’ 

toolkits for years 
to come

whether corporate cashflow and 

balance sheets are strong enough 

to withstand the immediate stress. 

They’re scrutinising disclosures to 

understand debt covenants and the 

nature of ad hoc loans. And they’re 

dissecting every word uttered by 

management to get a feel for whether 

a credible plan will emerge from the 

global economic carnage.

Many executives are choosing to 

avoid communicating with investors 

at this time. For some, this is because 

they too are struggling to understand 

the implications of the relentless 

onslaught of bad news. But for a 

number of companies there is a clear 

and pressing need to engage before 

investors assume the worst. My advice 

to companies is to keep the lines of 

communication open. If you don’t, 

then don’t be surprised if your story is 

drowned by a rising tide of fake news.

The long term 
Finally, I’m worried about the legacy of 

structural changes that this crisis will 
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The investor perspective

John Kattar has done a series of videos for AB giving the professional investor’s 
view on a range of topics. See his latest, on short selling, at bit.ly/AB-shortsell.

President Roosevelt seen as 
Dr New Deal trying remedies 
during the Great Depression.

payroll. Company balance sheets are 

being propped up by zero-interest 

government loans. The US Federal 

Reserve is buying corporate debt and 

has left the door open to acquiring 

other asset classes hitherto not 

imagined. The scope and scale of the 

measures taken are without precedent. 

While these policy measures may have 

been necessary to save lives and to offer 

some hope of a post-crisis economic 

rebound, we need to be watchful of the 

potential for some of these new-found 

powers to become a standard part of 

governments’ toolkits for years to come. 

the start of an enduring trend towards 

big and activist government. 

After 9/11, there was a perceived 

need to increase the monitoring of 

potential terrorists. Since that time, 

many countries have expanded the 

surveillance of their citizens to a level 

that would have been considered 

intolerable two decades ago. 

More recently, the fi nancial crisis 

introduced the world to quantitative 

easing (QE) – a policy tool that had 

previously been used only by Japan and 

a few outlier countries. Since that time, 

QE has become the norm and looks set 

to grow ‘quantitatively’ during this crisis.

To date, we’ve seen central banks and 

their political counterparts effectively 

bankrolling the private sector’s 

As concerned as we all must be about 

the current situation, in the long run 

there are grounds for optimism. Once 

the global population has acquired 

large-scale immunity, the virus is likely to 

disappear or become one of a handful 

of relatively benign bugs that cause the 

common cold or fl u. And, ultimately, it 

has never been wise to bet against the 

resiliency and ingenuity of humankind 

to conquer any crisis. In the calm light 

of hindsight, the Covid-19 pandemic will 

prove to be much the same. AB

John Kattar is a professional investor.
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Force for good
Malaysia’s National Anti-Financial Crime Centre is charting a new course in the 
country’s war against financial crime but it needs to hit the ground running

International emblem
Even without the additional function, 

the centre already has a big job – and it 

needs to hit the ground running. A lot 

of people are counting on it because 

Malaysia, like many other countries, has 

a problem with money laundering and 

corruption, which cannot be separated 

from financial crime. 

One example suffices: the 1Malaysia 

Development Berhad (1MDB) 

scandal. An estimated US$4.5bn was 

misappropriated from the government 

agency by officials between 2009 and 

2015 – the drawn-out trial of former 

Prime Minister Najib Razak on charges 

of money-laundering and corruption 

continues – and this may forever be an 

international emblem of how appalling 

things can get on this front.

In January 2019, Global Financial 

Integrity published estimates of illicit 

flows of money into and out of 148 

developing nations between 2006 

and 2015 as a result of their trade in 

goods with advanced economies. The 

Washington, DC-based think tank used 

two sets of data and in both cases, 

Malaysia was in the top 30 in terms of 

dollar value of illicit outflows.

It is no surprise, then, that the 

introduction of the NAFCC Act has 

been widely lauded. The Malaysian 

International Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry hailed it as a necessary 

step towards better enforcement 

coordination against financial crime 

and deeper trust in the country’s 

governance system. Datuk Seri Akhbar 

Satar, president of the Malaysian 

Association of Certified Fraud 

Examiners, believes that the new law 

What do the following have in common 
(other than their illegality): bomb 
making, smuggling of rare animals, 
human trafficking, movie piracy, 
kidnapping, unlicensed pawnbroking 
and provision of false information to 
the Malaysian Palm Oil Board?

Each of these is a financial crime 

according to Malaysian law, specifically 

the National Anti-Financial Crime 

Centre (NAFCC) Act, which came into 

force on 2 January.

The act defines financial crime as 

the ‘serious offences’ listed in the 

Second Schedule to the Anti-Money 

Laundering, Anti-Terrorism Financing 

and Proceeds of Unlawful Activities 

Act 2001. There are about 350 such 

activities drawn from more than 40 

pieces of legislation.

This expansive definition tells us 

that financial (or economic) crime, 

is a multifarious and major menace. 

Wherever we are, whether online or 

offline, we are all potential victims.

‘Financial crime ranges from basic 

theft or fraud committed by ill-

intentioned individuals to large-scale 

operations masterminded by organised 

criminals with a foot on every continent,’ 

says Interpol on its website.

Meanwhile, Europol, the European 

Union’s law enforcement agency, has a 

succinct way of explaining why so many 

unlawful acts come under the banner of 

financial crime: their principal motive is 

economic gain.

The criminals’ gain is society’s loss, 

and it is a huge one. Economic crime 
in a digital age, a January 2020 report 

by ACCA and EY, notes that estimates 

of the annual global cost of financial 

crime vary from US$1.4 trillion to US$3.5 

trillion. What is worse is that it threatens 

financial stability and national security 

around the world. 

Considering this, the NAFCC surely 

sounds like a great addition to the 

machinery of government. As spelled 

out in the act, the centre’s role is to 

coordinate enforcement agencies 

in integrated operations; set up and 

maintain a centralised data system; and 

carry out preventative activities. There 

may be more responsibilities to come.

One of the initiatives mooted in 

last year’s National Anti-Corruption 

Plan 2019-2023 was the establishment 

of a competent centre to manage 

the seizure and forfeiture of assets 

through integrated enforcement. 

This idea is apparently kept alive 

although the act does not address 

it. In a speech in November 2019, 

former Prime Minister Tun Dr Mahathir 

Mohamad raised the possibility of the 

NAFCC taking on ‘a centralised role in 

managing seized and forfeited assets in 

the near future’.

‘It is important to 
have the NAFCC, 

especially given its 
goal of coordinating 

a multi-agency 
approach 

in combating 
financial crime’
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The Malaysian Anti-Corruption 
Commission is one of at least 12 
enforcement agencies whose tasks 
include curbing financial crime.

that the agencies often operate in 

silos. He argues that it is not ideal to 

rely on existing agencies to coordinate 

joint operations against financial crime 

because they are typically overworked 

and under-resourced. Furthermore, 

fraud and money-laundering schemes 

are increasingly complex, and must be 

countered with highly specialised skills 

and expertise.

‘Unless and until there is a 

concentrated and coordinated efforts, 

it is not easy to win such battles,’ says 

Loi, a former vice-chair of the UNCAC 

Coalition, a global network of civil 

society organisations that promotes 

the United Nations Convention 

Against Corruption.

Increased velocity
The NAFCC is also about wielding 

technology and data to fight financial 

crime. EY’s Joyce Lim, a partner and 

head of forensic and integrity services, 

says that new technologies and our 

boosts efforts to make Malaysia a 

clean, transparent and accountable 

country through the reduction of illicit 

financial flows, corruption and money 

laundering.

‘It is important to have the NAFCC, 

especially given its goal of coordinating 

a multi-agency approach in combating 

financial crime domestically and 

abroad,’ he says.

There are at least 12 enforcement 

agencies whose tasks include curbing 

financial crime. Among them are the 

police, the Malaysian Anti-Corruption 

Commission, Bank Negara Malaysia, 

the Securities Commission, the Inland 

Revenue Board of Malaysia and the 

Royal Malaysian Customs Department. 

When these organisations cannot 

collaborate and share information well, 

it gives the criminals an edge.

Management consultant KM Loi 

points out that recent high-profile 

financial crime cases show that the 

culprits have capitalised on the fact 

digital environment have increased the 

velocity of the movement of money. 

This creates challenges in dealing with 

financial crime. These factors, she adds, 

have also accelerated financial crime 

and have allowed criminals to become 

more creative.

‘A fundamental problem of the 

digital revolution is that people do 

not understand technology or how it 

could implicate them or their business. 

Technology and the digital era have 

also increased the volume and variety 

of data,’ Lim explains. ‘There is a need 

to replace the trust mechanism with 

technology tools and data analytics to 

help detect and prevent financial crime.’

She welcomes the fact that the 

NAFCC will have a centralised data 

system on financial crime but cautions 

that the data must be protected and 

not abused, adding that the centre’s 

governance process should be 

transparent and its goals and powers be 

made clear.
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Using intelligence to combat crime
Crime fighting is as much about information gathering and working together as it 

is about heroism and the might of the law. Intelligence and cooperation is central 

to the roles and activities of the government bodies that spearhead the attacks on 

money laundering and other forms of financial offences. The US has the Financial 

Crimes Enforcement Network ‘to safeguard the financial system from illicit use, 

combat money laundering, and promote national security through the strategic use 

of financial authorities and the collection, analysis, and dissemination of financial 

intelligence’. Meanwhile, the UK’s National Economic Crime Centre coordinates the 

country’s response by ‘harnessing intelligence and capabilities from across the public 

and private sectors to tackle economic crime in the most effective way’. The Swedish 

Economic Crime Authority coordinates the activities of other agencies and is also a 

centre of knowledge, while the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre 

claims to be unique in that it combines financial intelligence and regulation in a single 

organisation. It is interesting, though, that the similarly named Financial Transactions 

and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada can impose administrative monetary penalties 

on financial institutions and intermediaries that fail to submit certain reports. India 

combats economic offences through its Central Economic Intelligence Bureau, while 

Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes Commission coordinates ‘the domestic 

effort of the global fight against money laundering and terrorist financing’.

An effective NAFCC should see 
more financial cases brought to the 
Kuala Lumpur Courts Complex.

consultation on the centre’s guidelines; 

developing a strategic direction and 

plan; and ensuring the implementation 

of the board’s advice.

The board, meanwhile, advises 

the prime minister on financial crime 

matters, advises the NAFCC on its 

strategic direction and plan, deliberates 

and decides on the committee’s 

recommendations, and facilitates 

cooperation for the prevention of 

financial crime. Under the act, the head 

of state appoints the DG, chairman and 

other advisory board members on the 

advice of the prime minister.

Akhbar says that, in order to 

earn credibility, it is crucial that the 

NAFCC shows progress soon after it 

is up and running. The best possible 

start for the NAFCC is when it has the 

right people at its helm as it charts a 

new course in Malaysia’s war against 

financial crime. AB

Errol Oh, executive content officer, 

The Star

Transparency is key
Civil society seems generally positive 

as well about the setting up of the 

NAFCC. The Center to Combat 

Corruption and Cronyism, better known 

as the C4 Center, says it is ‘certainly a 

step in the right direction’. 

At the same time, the advocacy  

group wants the appointment of 

the NAFCC director general (DG) 

and chairman to go through a 

parliamentary select committee to 

ensure transparency. This is a key issue 

because these two positions are meant 

to be the NAFCC’s prime movers. The 

DG leads an executive committee 

that steers the day-to-day work of the 

centre, while the chairman is head of 

the centre’s advisory board. The DG is 

also on the board.

The executive committee’s 

functions include determining the 

NAFCC’s direction in preventing 

financial crime; approving and 

monitoring integrated operations; 

and making recommendations to the 

advisory board on matters relating 

to the prevention of financial crime. 

In addition, it is responsible for 

determining operational policies 

relating to the integrated operation 

and centralised data system; providing 
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Sale and leaseback
With the removal of the distinction between operating and finance leases, Adam Deller 
explains the new accounting treatment for sale and leaseback arrangements

IFRS 16, Leases came into effect for 
companies with accounting periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2019. 
The impact on the balance sheets of 
lessees has been well documented, 
both in this column and elsewhere. As 
a reminder, the major difference is that 
all lease agreements over 12 months 
will be held as assets and liabilities in 
the accounts of the lessee.

Lessor accounting will not be 

changed under IFRS 16, but an area 

that this column has not discussed 

much is the new treatment regarding 

sale and leaseback. With the removal of 

the distinction between operating and 

lessee accounts for the proceeds as a 

financial liability per IFRS 9, Financial 
instruments. In substance, this shows 

that the arrangement is a financing 

transaction, similar to securing a loan 

against the asset.

The accounting for the transaction 

as a sale is a bit more complex. The 

seller-lessee will recognise a right-of-use 

(ROU) asset, replacing the previously 

held asset. Per paragraph 100(a) of IFRS 

16, this is measured at the proportion 

of the previous carrying amount that is 

retained for use by the seller-lessee.

See the explanatory example in the 

panel overleaf.

finance leases, the accounting treatment 

for sale and leaseback arrangements 

also changed.

A sale or not?
Instead of determining whether the 

leaseback represents an operating or 

finance lease, the question has changed 

to whether the agreement constitutes 

a sale per IFRS 15, Revenue from 
contracts with customers. 

If it is concluded that the asset 

transfer is not a sale, the accounting is 

quite simple. The seller-lessee continues 

to recognise the asset on its balance 

sheet, as there is no sale. The seller-
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Sale and leaseback
A seller-lessee holds an asset with a carrying amount of US$1mn and enters into a sale 

and leaseback arrangement, leasing it back for 10 years. The agreement constitutes 

a sale per IFRS 15. The amount paid by the buyer-lessor (equal to the fair value of the 

asset) is US$1.8m and the present value of the lease payments is US$450,000.

The proportion of the previous carrying amount that is retained for use by the 

seller-lessee is calculated by looking at the proportion of the asset retained for use, 

then applying it to the carrying amount.

Here, the present value of the payments is US$450,000 compared to the US$1.8m 

fair value of the asset. US$450,000/US$1.8m = 25%. This means effectively that 25% 

of the asset has been retained for use, and 75% of the asset has been disposed.

Applying this to the carrying amount of the asset would give a right-of-use (ROU) 

asset of US$250,000 (25% x US$1m = US$250,000).

Therefore the entries would be as follows:

Dr ROU asset US$250,000

Dr Cash  US$1,800,000

 Cr PPE   US$1,000,000

 Cr Lease liability   US$450,000

 Cr Gain on disposal  US$600,000

This produces a smaller gain on disposal than the previous sale and leaseback 

treatment under an operating lease. In this case the gain would have simply been 

the difference between the proceeds of US$1.8m and the carrying amount of US$1m, 

giving a gain of US$800,000.

With variable payments
As the implementation of IFRS 16 

gathers pace, questions are now being 

raised with the IFRS Interpretations 

Committee (IFRIC) about some of the 

fi ner points of its application.

It was asked what would happen in 

a case where the sale and leaseback 

has variable payments. This could arise 

in a situation where the payments are 

calculated as a percentage of the seller-

lessee’s revenue generated using the 

asset during the 10-year term, instead of 

being fi xed payments as described by 

IFRS 16.

In this situation, IFRS 16 states that 

the cost of the ROU asset consists of 

the amount of the initial measurement 

of the lease liability, among other costs. 

With the inclusion of variable payments, 

it is this point that becomes the most 

diffi cult to resolve. Paragraph 26 states 

that the lessee should initially measure 

the liability at the present value of the 

lease payments. Paragraph 27 specifi es 

that these payments should be fi xed 

payments or variable payments that 

depend on an index or rate.

This seems to suggest that a company 

applying paragraphs 26 and 27 of IFRS 

16 to the example in the panel would 

record a lease liability of zero, as there 

are no fi xed payments and the variable 

As IFRS 16 
implementation 

gathers pace, 
questions are 

being raised about 
some finer points 
of its application

payments are not based on an index 

or rate. Based on the fi gures in the 

illustration above, if the lease liability is 

zero, then the ROU asset would be zero. 

This would mean that the full gain of 

US$800,000 would be recognised rather 

than the US$650,000 outlined above.

Economic principle is key
The IFRIC response is that the principle 

of the sale and leaseback accounting 

must be that the economics of the 

transaction must be refl ected. Even if 

the payments do not seem to qualify 

for inclusion in the lease liability per 

paragraphs 26 and 27, the principle is 

that the seller-lessee has not transferred 

all the rights embedded in legal 

ownership of the asset.

IFRIC believes that the ROU asset 

could not be measured at zero, as this 

is not an accurate refl ection of the 

proportion of the previous carrying 

amount retained. Measuring the ROU 

asset at zero would imply that the 

right to use the asset for 10 years has 

no value, which is untrue. While the 

payments may not be fi xed or linked to 

an index, they are charged at a market 

rate, being a percentage of future sales.

IFRIC accepts that when calculating 

the proportion of the rights retained, 

IFRS 16 does not prescribe a particular 

method for the calculation, meaning 

that entities will need to assess what 

is an appropriate and reasonable 

method to use. In this case, it would 

be a sensible approach to determine 

the right of use retained by using the 

present value of the expected leaseback 

payments at market rates.

IFRIC acknowledged that this would 

mean that an entity in this scenario 

would not apply paragraphs 26 and 27 

of IFRS 16. This would also be true of 

paragraphs 36 to 38 of IFRS 16, which 

talk of the subsequent treatment of 

the lease liability. In each of these 

paragraphs, IFIRC has stated that these 
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sections of IFRS 16 were drafted without 

contemplating a situation where the 

measurement of the lease liability might 

include payments that do not meet the 

definition of lease payments.

IFRIC said it is currently unaware of 

any sale and leaseback transactions 

with payments that do not meet 

the definition of lease payments. 

Respondents did comment that such 

transactions do exist and may become 

more common in the retail industry, 

where some or all of the payments 

could be based on the seller-lessee’s 

revenue. Respondents also mentioned 

energy production facilities, where some 

or all of the leaseback payments might 

be based on the electricity produced.

Currently there are no projects 

on the IASB’s work plan or research 

pipeline that relate to sale and 

leaseback transactions. There will 

be a post-implementation review of 

the standard, although no date is 

set. Therefore, based on this issue, 

IFRIC proposes to publish a tentative 

agenda decision. This would outline the 

recommended treatment rather than 

amending the standard.

Gap in the standard
While IFRIC proposes the publication 

of an agenda decision that clarifies 

that the transaction will lead to a 

lease liability, even if the payments are 

variable, there is a further issue. This 

relates to the subsequent measurement 

of the liability. 

IFRS 16 does not currently permit an 

entity to reassess the lease liability for 

changes in variable lease payments 

that do not depend on an index or rate. 

IFRIC and respondents recognised that 

there is a hole in the standard relating to 

this area, and work will be required.

In relation to the subsequent 

treatment of the lease liability, IFRIC 

is suggesting an amendment to the 

standard. This would provide further 

clarification on accounting for the 

subsequent measurement of the liability 

under such variable payments.

IFRIC voted on a proposal to 

undertake narrow scope standard 

setting on this, rather than leave 

it as part of the annual cycle of 

improvements. As there is a gap in the 

standard, it was decided that the IASB 

staff should go away and research into a 

specific recommended treatment on this 

specific issue.

This may not have an impact on 

many entities, but demonstrates the 

technical difficulties in implementing 

such a significant standard. This 

process shows us that some issues can 

be resolved with specific decisions 

recommending best practice, but 

other deeper issues will lead to actual 

amendments to the standard. AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting 

specialist and lecturer.
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Technical update
A monthly roundup of the latest developments in taxation, audit, codes,  
standards, agreements, guidance and consultations across Asia Pacific

taxpayers being allowed to carry 

qualifying tax deductions to be 

applied to three previous tax 

returns, rather than one, as before. 

The goal is to help businesses boost 

cashflow. The tax authority has also 

released e-tax guides on goods and 

services tax for charities and non-profit 

organisations and on purchases of 

mobile phones, memory cards and off-

the-shelf software.

Ukraine agreement
A new protocol enabling Singapore and 

Ukraine to exchange tax information on 

request to comply with the Multilateral 

Convention to Implement Tax Treaty 

Related Measures to Prevent Base 

Erosion and Profit Shifting has come 

into force.

Green loans considered
The Monetary Authority of Singapore 

is exploring a possible grant scheme 

for green and sustainability-linked 

loans, which could be used for general 

corporate purposes if borrowers follow 

certain sustainable practices. 

Malaysia

Licensing made simple
Bank Negara Malaysia has issued 

proposed simplified licensing rules for 

new digital banks, designed to facilitate 

their foundation while maintaining 

key protections. Regarding capital 

adequacy, the system rationalises 

credit and market risk calculations 

under the Basel II capital framework; 

and on liquidity requirements, the 

new rules say that 25% of digital banks’ 

Hong Kong SAR

Support from HKEX
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEX) 

has launched a virtual assistant – called 

Aiden – offering financial professionals 

an interactive enquiry service on stock 

market regulation. HKEX has also issued 

a detailed research report explaining 

how retail bonds are issued in the Hong 

Kong market.

Digital decision
Hong Kong’s Court of First Instance has 

confirmed the right of the Securities 

and Futures Commission (SFC) to probe 

email accounts and digital devices in 

financial investigations, even when they 

contain irrelevant personal or private 

materials. Dismissing a legal challenge 

to the SFC’s digital investigation work, 

the court ruled that ‘the right to privacy 

is not absolute’. 

Family ties under scrutiny
The SFC has released a circular 

warning that ‘family offices’ 

undertaking asset management, estate 

planning and other financial services 

for high-net-worth families may fall 

under securities regulations and require 

licences. These offices may serve a 

single family, multiple families and 

extended family members such as in-

laws and ex-spouses. 

Mainland China

Tariffs dropped
In an easing of the trade war with the US, 

China’s finance ministry has issued two 

lists of US imported products that will 

for the time being not attract retaliatory 

tariffs, between 28 February 2020 and 27 

February 2021. Chinese companies that 

have paid tariffs for products in list one 

– which includes journals, medical filters 

and bio-reactors – can apply to China 

Customs for a refund by 20 August. 

But such refunds are not available for 

companies paying tariffs for products 

in list two, including lines such as DNA 

sequencers, temperature sensors and 

Raman spectroscopy. 

Singapore

SGX embraces AI
The Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX) 

has announced it is using artificial 

intelligence to make its real-time 

monitoring system more targeted and 

effective. It is learning from historical 

trading patterns and filtering out 

false positives caused by intricate 

relationships between multiple markets, 

allowing regulators to investigate a 

smaller set of potentially unusual trades 

to pinpoint wrongdoing. 

XRBL changes
The Accounting and Corporate 

Regulatory Authority has announced 

changes for XRBL financial statement 

filing requirements for companies, 

reducing the number of data elements 

for most. These are expected to take 

effect in late Q3 2020.  

Cashflow boost
The Inland Revenue Authority of 

Singapore (IRAS) has released 

guidance on new carry-back tax 

relief rights for 2020, involving 
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Authorities step up Covid-19 support
Governments and regulators in mainland China, Hong Kong, Singapore and 

Malaysia had released a raft of measures to aid businesses and taxpayers at the 

time of writing: 

*  The mainland China government has reduced VAT for smaller businesses, 

effective from 1 March to 31 May. Small business owners in Hubei province – 

whose capital Wuhan was the virus’s epicentre – have been exempted from 

paying VAT altogether. Small business owners outside Hubei province have 

been granted a cut in VAT payable to 1% from 3%. 

*  Hong Kong-listed companies have been given an additional 60 days to file 

annual reports, with the Securities and Futures Commission and the Hong 

Kong Stock Exchange (HKEX) saying additional delays maybe approved 

on a case-by-case basis. Meanwhile, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority 

has loosened controls on lending by banks, reducing their countercyclical 

capital buffer (CCyB) minimum reserves from 2% to 1%, helping increase 

loans and financing. 

* The Inland Revenue Department of Hong Kong requires all visitors entering 

or remaining on its premises to wear surgical masks and is encouraging 

taxpayers to use its electronic services.

*  The Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) has asked taxpayers 

to use the myTax digital portal to deal with tax matters as far as possible. 

This includes using the ‘AskJamie’ virtual tax information assistant. 

Taxpayers wanting personal assistance should make an appointment with 

IRAS at least two working days in advance. Meanwhile, the Singapore 

Stock Exchange has allowed issuers with 31 December 2019 financial year 

ends an additional two months (to 30 June) to hold AGMs in order to 

avoid mass meetings.

*  Bank Negara Malaysia has released reassurance that Malaysians will continue 

to have nationwide access to essential financial services. This includes 

access to self-service terminals; electronic banking; mobile banking; money 

changing; remittance services; payment card services ; processing and 

approval of new loans; and processing and handling of insurance/takaful 

claims. The Securities Commission (SC) and Bursa Malaysia have told listed 

companies that they can apply for delays to AGMs and quarterly/annual 

report releases. 

on-balance sheet liabilities must 

be high-quality liquid assets. 

Market crackdown
Bursa Malaysia is seeking public 

comments on proposals to introduce 

anti-corruption and whistleblowing 

measures in its listing requirements 

for the country’s LEAP market to aid 

financing for small-and-medium-

sized businesses. The plan will insist 

that market players follow anti-

corruption procedures to reduce 

liability risks under the Malaysian 

Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2009. 

Reforms would include instituting 

whistleblowing procedures. 

New BM subsidiary
The Securities Commission (SC) and 

Bursa Malaysia have announced 

regulatory reforms involving creating 

a wholly owned arm’s-length 

subsidiary to undertake its regulatory 

functions, avoiding conflicts of interest 

with the stock exchange’s commercial 

activities. A majority of Bursa RegSub 

directors will be independent, with the 

SC ensuring that the new regulator is 

properly resourced. 

Compliance delay
The SC has further delayed a 

compliance deadline for an order that 

licensed securities dealers stop trading 

blocks on securities undergoing share 

consolidation. Initially required by 31 

December 2019, this was then delayed 

to 1 March and now to 15 May because 

of operational difficulties.

Revision guide
The Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia 

has released new technical guidance on 

how taxpayers can submit revisions to 

their annual tax returns. AB

 

Keith Nuthall and Wang Fangqing, 

journalists
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Raise the bar
A series of roundtables hosted by ACCA Malaysia on closing the audit expectations 
gap revealed a need for coordinated efforts on education and awareness 

Linked to this, 25% expect ‘auditors 

to always detect and report any fraud’, 

while 36% expect ‘auditors to always 

detect and report any fraud that impacts 

the fi nancial statements of a company’. 

Only 34% correctly point out that 

auditors’ responsibilities are towards 

fraud that ‘materially affects the fi nancial 

statements’ of the company, and even 

that is not always possible to fulfi l due to 

‘inherent limitations’ of an audit. Perhaps 

not surprisingly, the survey showed that 

those who correctly identifi ed the role 

of an auditor in the earlier question are 

more likely to recognise the inherent 

limitations of an audit to detect and 

report fraud. On the other hand, a 

majority (70%) of those who could not 

correctly identify the role also want 

them to always detect and report fraud, 

regardless of whether it materially 

impacts on the fi nancial statements. 

Not surprisingly, 77% believe that 

‘audit should evolve to prevent company 

failures’, in line with the global fi ndings. 

The survey found that 62% of Malaysian 

respondents wanted auditors to focus 

more on the company’s solvency, 

liability and viability; 57% on integrated 

reporting; 56% on environmental, social 

and governance issues; and 41% on 

company strategy.

In return for expanding their remit, 

a large proportion of Malaysian 

respondents were open to auditors 

receiving a fee increase but preferred 

that time taken to perform an audit 

either remain unchanged or lessened. 

Those who better understand the role 

of an auditor are more generous with 

increasing fees and time allowance for 

auditors to meet the expanded remit. 

How can the accountancy profession 
close the audit expectation gap? This is 
the question ACCA Malaysia is posing 
in a series of roundtables that began 
in November 2019. Entitled ‘Closing 
the expectation gap in audit’, the fi rst 
two roundtables involved preparers 
and practitioners. More roundtables 
involving audit committee members, 
directors, investors and regulators 
are planned for after the Covid-19 
movement restrictions end. 

Both roundtables opened with a 

presentation by Chiew Chun Wee, 

ACCA’s head of policy, Asia Pacifi c, on 

the fi ndings of the global ACCA report, 

Closing the expectation gap in audit. 
The report was based on a survey of 

11,000 members of the public from 11 

countries including Malaysia; the 1,000 

participants from each country were 

from highly diversifi ed backgrounds in 

terms of age, gender, employment and 

education level. 

Chiew began by explaining that the 

roundtables are a means of refl ecting on 

the survey fi ndings to further understand 

the situation in Malaysia. He then defi ned 

the audit expectation gap as ‘the gap 

between what the public thinks auditors 

do and what the public wants auditors 

to do’. This can be further broken 

down into the knowledge gap between 

what the public thinks auditors do (eg 

preventing fraud) and what they actually 

do (eg providing assurance on fi nancial 

statements); the performance gap 

between what auditors actually do and 

what they are supposed to do according 

to standards and regulations; and the 

evolution gap between what auditors do 

as per current requirements and what the 

public wants them to do. Accordingly, 

said Chiew, there are opportunities for 

practitioners to evolve to bridge the gap 

and meet or exceed public expectations, 

even if this is not required under current 

professional standards. 

Identifying the gaps
Chiew highlighted several key fi ndings 

from the Malaysia survey data, which 

confi rm the expectation gap. Evidently, 

the public does not fully understand 

the purpose of an audit, with only 27% 

of respondents correctly understanding 

that an auditor provides an opinion on 

whether the fi nancial statements of a 

company give a true and fair view and 

do not include material misstatements 

due to fraud or error. 

An overwhelming 75% of Malaysian 

respondents (the highest among the 

countries surveyed) are of the view that 

‘If auditors did their job as they should, 

we wouldn’t have company failures’, 

indicating that the majority feel that 

an audit, if conducted properly, is a 

foolproof way to prevent corporate 

failures and scandals. 

There is a 
pressing need to 

build capacity 
and competency 
across the entire 

financial reporting 
value chain 
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those in the financial reporting value 

chain as well as the public with the 

latest technical knowledge in financial 

reporting and regulatory requirements.

Reporting on key audit matters 

(KAMs) for public listed entities should 

also be beefed up, while using simple 

language, to provide deeper insights 

into matters that are of the greatest 

significance and where the auditors 

have invested the most effort, as well 

as to allow audit committee members 

to carry out robust discussion around 

KAMs with the auditors, management 

and investors. 

The use of technology was suggested 

as a way of improving training. While 

it was acknowledged that technology 

cannot replace auditors’ professional 

judgment, investment in digital tools 

and capabilities that can help identify 

anomalies may help auditors raise 

the bar in terms of fraud detection, 

while improving their productivity 

and efficiency. 

Although auditors cannot be 

responsible for company failures 

arising from poor strategy and 

mismanagement, it was felt that they 

should be able to flag risks that affect 

going concern. This will be challenging 

in the current fluid and evolving 

business environment. Therefore, audit 

staff need to be guided to thoroughly 

understand a business and respond to 

associated risks, instead of being overly 

focused on what they may perceive to 

be rigid audit process and, as a result, 

missing the big picture. 

In general, the roundtables 

highlighted a pressing need to increase 

collaborative efforts on education, 

awareness creation and engagement 

as well as to build capacity and 

competency across the entire financial 

reporting value chain, namely investors, 

boards (including the audit committee), 

management, preparers and auditors, 

in order to evolve and bridge the audit 

expectation gap.  

It is troubling that the public does 

not understand the purpose of an audit 

and views a sign-off as a rubber stamp 

denoting credibility. The knowledge 

gap also reflects the public belief that 

auditors are responsible for catching 

fraud and preventing company failures. 

Tone from the top
Importantly, audit partners must 

demonstrate tone from the top and 

be more assertive in engaging with 

boards and management to draw the 

boundaries. Boards and management 

have to ensure their finance function is 

equipped with tools and competencies 

necessary to produce good-quality 

financial statements and associated 

schedules of information before 

audit can begin. This includes having 

staff who are professionally qualified 

and competent in applying financial 

reporting and regulatory requirements, 

including those that are recently 

effective and would have an impact on 

the financial statements. Institutions 

of higher learning and academia may 

also step in to fulfil that need to equip 

This observation is consistent with Sir 

Donald Brydon’s advice to auditors, in 

his Report of the independent review 
into the quality and effectiveness of 
audit, to look beyond historical data, 

to leverage market intelligence in audit 

planning and to reference external 

negative signals in informing the audit. 

Released in December 2019, the report 

offers more than 60 wide-ranging 

recommendations on improving audit 

quality and reliability in the UK. 

Lastly, regulators (eg the Audit 

Oversight Board, Bursa Malaysia, 

Securities Commission, the Malaysian 

Institute of Accountants and the 

Companies Commission of Malaysia) 

were exhorted to complement their 

surveillance and monitoring roles with 

activities to educate the public and 

users of audit on its actual purpose, as 

well as to clarify and communicate the 

roles and responsibilities of different 

stakeholders in the financial reporting 

value chain. Educational activities 

may be organised together with 

professional bodies.

The Brydon report suggests that 

‘audit is not broken but it has lost 

its way and all the actors in the 

audit process bear some measure 

of responsibility’. By the end of 

the roundtables, participants 

acknowledged that audit needs to 

evolve to become even more valuable 

– but the onus should not be placed on 

the auditors alone. AB

Nazatul Izma Abdullah, journalist
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Mission control
What do you want to accomplish in your career and how do you go about realising it? 
Dina Smith has some advice on developing your professional purpose

Lastly, having a sense of purpose is 

associated with better physical and 

mental health. Without a sense of 

meaning, you may potentially feel a 

perpetual sense of something lacking. 

Look behind you
Your purpose springs from your identity 

and reflects the essence of who you 

are. Therefore, clarity only comes from 

looking within. Contemplating three 

different time frames – the past, the 

present and the future – will help you 

uncover and clarify your purpose. 

Starting with the past, reflect on 

the significance of the choices you 

have already made. These are rarely 

accidental and seeing the through-line 

of these choices can reveal a sense 

of purpose that has been otherwise 

obscured. As leadership expert Kevin 

Cashman notes, ‘Purpose is that home 

After the great fire that levelled 
London in 1666, one of the world’s 
most famous architects, Christopher 
Wren, was commissioned to rebuild 
St Paul’s Cathedral. As the story goes, 
Wren came upon three bricklayers 
and asked: ‘What are you doing?’ The 
first man replied: ‘Laying bricks.’ The 
second said: ‘Building a wall.’ And the 
third replied: ‘Building a cathedral.’ It 
is not difficult to imagine whose work 
held the highest meaning and provided 
the most satisfaction. 

As a professional, you undoubtedly 

work long and hard hours. But why? 

What gives your work meaning? What 

is the larger contribution you want to 

make? Are you laying bricks or building 

a cathedral?

These questions get at professional 

purpose: in other words, your mission 

for your career. Finding your purpose 

takes time but, as the parable of the 

bricklayers suggests, it’s worth the effort. 

Here’s why. Clarifying your purpose 

will support you in achieving your 

vision: what you want to accomplish and 

what success means for you. Purpose 

gives your goals deeper meaning and 

provides you with optimism and energy 

for overcoming the obstacles you will 

encounter on the way to your vision. 

Understanding your purpose also 

makes it easier to make choices around 

fundamental questions. As Jim Collins 

suggests in his book Good to Great, 
when you’re aware of your values and 

purpose, the more likely you will be to 

make decisions and set goals that are 

solidly grounded. 

Having a clear purpose also makes 

you more compelling to other people: 

employers, employees, colleagues and 

other critical business relationships. 
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Six routes to your purpose
According to the Greater Good Science Center at the University of California, 

Berkeley, purpose grows from connection to others, and a crisis of purpose may be a 

symptom of isolation. To discover purpose in life, it offers six tips:

* Read books that matter to you.

* Turn hurt into healing for others.

* Cultivate awe, gratitude, and altruism. 

* Listen to what other people appreciate about you.

* Find and build community.

* Tell your story to create a clearer narrative out of your life.

* ‘I interpret and translate the tax 

code so my clients can prosper’ – 

tax accountant

* ‘I write novels to help transport 

people away from their everyday 

worries’ – author.

You are not generating a bland 

statement that would make your parents 

proud. Your purpose statement must be 

grounded in your authenticity and needs 

to resonate with you and you alone. It’s 

not who or what you think you should 

be and doesn’t have to be cause-based, 

such as ‘solve world hunger’. If it gives 

you a sense of the impact you want to 

make and is inspiring to you, then it’s a 

viable mission statement. 

Try this simple, four-step process to 

help you get started.

Step 1: List three strengths, talents 

or gifts that you have. Use nouns 

to describe your strengths, such as 

creativity, ability to think strategically, or 

communication skills. 

Step 2: Describe up to three ways you 

express the talents and gifts listed in the 

first step. Use a verb ending in ‘ing’: for 

example, developing products, setting 

direction or building relationships.

Step 3: Describe your vision of an ideal 

world in no more than 10 words by 

completing this sentence: ‘An ideal 

world is one in which all people are/

have/can/feel…’ For example, ‘receive 

due process under the law’, ‘experience 

peace’, ‘have access to healthcare’.

within, that place where our talents, 

values and service-drive reside. It’s there 

all the time, waiting for our arrival.’ 

Mine your past for clues by asking: 

what themes or threads have run 

through your life? What pursuits have 

most energised you and brought you 

joy? What moments have been most 

meaningful to you, and why? 

Focusing on the present, consider 

the following questions: what is the 

contribution that you want to make 

through your work, and to whom? What 

is the most positive difference your 

talents can make in the world? How do 

you make people better off with the 

work that you do? What are the higher 

reasons you work as hard as you do?

Finally, think about the future. What 

is the legacy you want to leave behind? 

Imagine yourself at the end of your 

life. What would you have wanted to 

accomplish or done so that you feel 

your life and career have been satisfying, 

well-lived and with few regrets?

Make a statement
Next, your goal is to land on a 

concise statement that grounds you in 

who you are, who you want to be and 

the contribution you wish to make. 

For example:

* ‘I create new products to help 

people simplify and improve their 

lives’ – product manager

Step 4: Pull it together to create your 

first draft. ‘I will use my (strengths from 

step 1) by (activities from step 2) to help 

create a world in which…(ideal vision 

from step 3). If the first draft doesn’t feel 

right, continue to refine it until you love 

it. Ensure it feels true to you and inspires 

you in your work.

Writing a purpose statement is 

important, but not enough. Actions are 

what ultimately matter, you translate 

your statement into a plan to have the 

impact you desire. Start by envisioning 

the longer-term opportunities and 

outline your three- to five-year goals.  

With your vision and goals set, start 

to work backward. First, clarify your two-

year goals. From there, continue halving 

the time frame (one year, six months, 

three months, 30 days) to move from 

your grand vision to set specific actions 

for today. Zooming in on the next six 

months, three months and 30 days, what 

are the critical next steps you must take 

to accomplish your one-year goals?  

All this requires time and effort. But 

it is worth it. Imagine the fulfilment 

of feeling like you’re building your 

cathedral each and every day, and the 

profound satisfaction that will come 

when you step back years from now and 

see that you did it. AB

Dina Smith is an executive coach 

and owner of Cognitas, a boutique 

leadership development firm. 

‘The two most 
important days in 

your life are the 
day you are born 
and the day you 

find out why’ 
Mark Twain
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Professional champion
Professor Philomena Leung FCCA has carved out a career as a highly regarded 
educator who puts the development of the profession at the heart of what she does 

The renowned academic, Professor 
Philomena Leung, Macquarie 
University’s international associate 
dean, fizzes with energy and brims 
with excitement when she talks about 
accounting and its potential to change 
the world. 

‘As everything 
moves into 
the cloud, 

accountants 
are effectively 

information 
engineers’

Through her decades in the 

profession, Leung has accumulated 

a wealth of professional rigour 

and leadership skills, which have 

taken her from her native Hong 

Kong, to Scotland, to her adopted 

home of Australia. Along the way, 

Leung has educated generations 

of accountants and helped reshape 

the profession. 

‘Being a leader is not just about 

people following you,’ she observes. 

‘It’s about giving your people the 

opportunity to work things out and grow 

as a result. Set someone a challenge, by 

all means, but give them the space to 

solve it for themselves.’

In order to understand where Leung’s 

enduring drive and determination 

comes from, we have to go right back to 

her formative years. In 1969, a teenage 

Leung followed her father’s advice 

and embarked upon a professional 

diploma in accounting at Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University (then known 

as Hong Kong Polytechnic). ‘When I 

enrolled, I had no idea what accounting 

was,’ she admits. ‘But I soon learned 

a great deal and enjoyed my three 

years of study. Then I joined a large 

multinational accounting firm where I 

trained as an auditor while studying for 

the ACCA Qualification.’

Leung describes her early career 

– as a junior working in practice – as 

a familiar tale of hard work and a 

steep learning curve that gave her 

a grounding in audit. ‘I had a heavy 

workload but it was a really fun time 

and I was seen as a rising star,’ she 

recalls. However, her four-year stint at 

the firm ended in ignominy when she 

made an innocent mistake: returning 

files along with a short note to a client 

on official stationery and breaking 

a protocol in the process. Yet her 

untimely departure from the firm led to 

a rethink on her future coupled with a 

serendipitous offer. 
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2018
Director – international engagement, 

Optus MQ Cyber security hub, 

Macquarie University, Australia. 

Became professor of accounting and 

governance and associate dean – 

international engagement, faculty of 

business and economics, in 2015, and 

head of department of accounting and 

corporate governance in 2010

2007
Chair of academic board (senate), 

Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia; 

appointed professor of accounting 

and head of school of accounting, 

economics and finance, in 2005

1995
Associate professor of auditing and 

ethics, school of accounting and law, 

RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia

1993
Associate professor of auditing and 

ethics, school of accounting and law, 

Victoria University of Technology, 

Melbourne, Australia; appointed senior 

lecturer, department of accountancy and 

law, in 1990

1989
Joined in 1976 as assistant lecturer, 

rising to associate head (research) 

and principal lecturer, department of 

accountancy, Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University, Hong Kong 

CViAcademic move
Disillusioned, Leung might have left the 

accounting profession entirely were it 

not for a job offer from her alma mater. 

‘Fortunately, Hong Kong Polytechnic 

invited me to begin teaching as an 

assistant lecturer in accounting and I 

leapt at the chance,’ she says. ‘But still, 

the experience at the accounting firm 

left an indelible mark on me. There 

were lots of questions in my mind. I’ve 

had an interest in ethical issues within 

accounting ever since.’

In fact, Leung is now a globally 

respected expert in professional ethics 

with a formidable portfolio of work 

in the field. This includes her seminal 

1998 PhD thesis, Ethics in the Australian 
Accountancy Profession – An Empirical 
Analysis of Accountants’ Perceptions, 

as well as leading a team of researchers 

to develop a flexible framework of 

ethics education for the International 

Federation of Accountants in 2005.

Leung thrived in the progressive 

learning environment of Hong Kong 

Polytechnic and spent 14 happy years 

there, eventually rising to associate 

head (research) and principal lecturer 

in the department of accountancy. 

The institution also helped facilitate 

her master of accountancy studies at 

the University of Glasgow in Scotland, 

where she came top in her year.

At Hong Kong Polytechnic, Leung 

forged a productive professional 

relationship with Professor Barry Cooper 

FCCA, the head of the accounting 

schools, who went on to become ACCA 

President in 2012-13. ‘Barry came to 

Hong Kong from Australia in 1987 and 

quickly recognised the high quality of 

the ACCA Qualification,’ recalls Leung.

Cooper also noted the tremendous 

economic potential of mainland China 

and a real appetite for accounting, and 

in 1988, he and Leung joined an ACCA 

delegation to mainland China, headed 

by then ACCA chief executive Anthea 

Rose, arriving in Beijing just two weeks 

after the Chinese Institute of Certified 

Public Accountants was established. 

Those first meetings marked the 

beginning of a partnership that has 

thrived and enabled both bodies to 

grow the profession and develop the 

pipeline of finance talent in mainland 

China. Leung recalls that the University 

of International Business and Economics 

in Beijing was among the first of many 

partner universities to offer the ACCA 

training programme. ‘Their associate 

head at the time, David Wu, was the 

first ACCA-qualified person in China,’ 

she adds.

Since those early forays into mainland 

China, ACCA has continued to partner 

with government bodies, employers and 

training centres, celebrating 30 years of 

cooperation in 2018. ‘That early vision 

made an impact,’ says Leung. 

Fresh challenge
By the late 1980s, Leung and her 

husband, Samson Leung FCCA, had 

two children and were seeking a fresh 

challenge overseas. Cooper introduced 

Leung to Professor Brian Wise, the 

founding dean of the College of Business 

at Victoria University in Melbourne.

‘Brian was ahead of his time,’ says 

Leung. ‘He told us: “We are exporting 

education and we need people who 

understand Asia. Would you like to help 

us?” Professionally it was a step down 

for me – I went from associate head of 

research at Hong Kong Poly to become 

senior lecturer at Victoria University 

– and my salary halved. But I never 

regretted the move.’

While emigrating required some 

cultural and lifestyle adjustments for 

Leung and her family, her academic 

career flourished. Spells at Melbourne’s 

Deakin University and RMIT University 

followed, during which Leung became 

synonymous with her research and 

achievements in accounting ethics, 

governance and innovative projects. 

At the same time, Leung continued to 

make a contribution to the evolution and 

growth of ACCA. ‘I was honoured to be 

the inaugural chair of ACCA Australia 
and New Zealand, bringing members 

from both countries closer together,’ 
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Basicsi

Macquarie University

1%
Ranked in top 1% of world universities

44,000+
Connected students from more than  

100 countries

70+
Students from more than 70 countries 

studying in the university’s department 

of accounting and corporate 

governance (around 600 students 

graduate each year)

300
Global companies on campus or in 

nearby Macquarie Park hi-tech precinct

she explains. ‘And I’ve done quite a 

lot of work negotiating for recognition 

of the ACCA brand among the major 

companies and accounting firms in 

Australia.’

Cyber challenge
In 2010, Leung moved to Sydney to 

join Macquarie University. During her 

tenure she has focused on accounting, 

governance, innovative projects and 

international engagement – and her 

enthusiasm remains undimmed. ‘I’m still 

learning new things and I’m still excited 

about what the accounting world of 

tomorrow will look like,’ she says.

In recent years, cybersecurity has 

become an area of interest ‘Around the 

world, I saw how technology is changing 

the face of accounting and finance,’ 

she says. ‘I could see that the next big 

thing would be cybersecurity because, 

as everything moves into the cloud, 

accountants are effectively information 

engineers. We’re the ones doing the 

analytics, and ascertaining, verifying and 

relying on the integrity of the data.’

Inspired by her observations, Leung 

was instrumental in the establishment 

of a multidisciplinary cybersecurity 

hub at Macquarie University, securing 

‘In this fast-moving age, it’s very 

important for accountants to remain 

open-minded and accept that they will 

need to learn new things throughout 

their careers. I never dreamt I’d become 

so immersed in cybersecurity but I 

learned about it and here I am.’

Despite now being at the age when 

many of her peers might choose a quiet 

life of retirement, Leung’s enthusiasm 

for the profession and the impact of 

technology on business and sustainability 

shows no sign of waning and her 

academic pursuits have been recognised. 

In 2019, Leung was awarded the Bob 

McDonald Award by the Institute of 

Internal Auditors Australia – the highest 

honour that the organisation can confer 

on a member – for the contribution she 

has made to the profession. 

‘I’m very pleased to be the first 

Chinese Australian to be given this 

award since its inception in 2006,’ she 

says. ‘It’s great being able to contribute 

to such a premier profession that 

aligns accounting, auditing, risks and 

governance – one that’s at the forefront 

of innovation and specialisation in 

assurance and controls in a fast-

changing business environment.’ 

She has also been invited by 

ACCA’s strategic alliance partner, 

CA ANZ, to become a member of its 

education board to provide academic 

oversight and leadership for its higher 

education programme. 

Leung has some advice for young 

accountants starting out. ‘Think big,’ 

she urges. ‘Accounting is not just about 

financials – it’s about accountability. 

It’s not just about business – it’s about 

society and how we value things. That’s 

really exciting because it means your 

ACCA Qualification can take you in a 

thousand different directions.’ AB

The interview took place before the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Andy McLean, journalist 

AU$10m in investment from telco Optus 

Business and the university. She is also 

currently working with corporates and 

cybersecurity start-ups on a broad 

range of innovative initiatives, as well as 

travelling the world to establish bilateral 

relationships, most recently in India. 
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Agility in everything
When we set out on the journey of agreeing our strategy, it 

was important that we retained the essence of ACCA. But we 

also needed to look again at our wider role in the profession, 

business and society, and make sure that we remain relevant 

to tomorrow’s challenges. Our new purpose statement 

encapsulates this.

Alongside that consistency and the golden thread of acting 

for public good, we also need to develop our agility as an 

organisation. Being able to respond at speed to opportunities 

and challenges in a competitive global marketplace will be 

essential if ACCA is to continue proudly to lead. 

So, we need to maintain the high quality that is the 

hallmark of the ACCA brand while being able to move 

quickly and decisively. That shift – and the move towards 

activating our entire ACCA community – will be essential 

to realise the ambitions we have to 2025, on behalf of our 

members and future members. 

ACCA’s purpose
As ACCA embarks on its Strategy to 2025, we’ve intensified our focus on our 
purpose and the impact we have on society. Helen Brand explains

What’s the role of a 
professional body? As 
part of our work on 
ACCA’s Strategy to 2025 
– which began delivering 
from 1 April – it’s a 
fundamental question we’ve 
been asking ourselves.

When ACCA was founded, 

115 years ago, it was to 

create opportunity that did 

not exist in the profession, 

opening up careers as a 

professional accountant to 

anyone of ability. What’s 

striking is how durable that 

philosophy has proved to 

be. Providing access and 

championing inclusion 

remains just as relevant 

today – if not more so – than 

it was in 1904.

But there are other, equally 

important, imperatives. 

We’re embarking on our 

new strategy at a time of 

unprecedented change and 

challenge across society, not 

least as we feel the global 

impact of Covid-19. The 

demands and expectations 

the public has of institutions 

have never been greater. 

Whether on the climate 

and pandemic crises, social 

mobility or inequality more 

widely, society is looking to 

organisations to act and help 

to re-balance, in the interests 

of fairness and long-term 

sustainability. 

In this world, all of ACCA’s 

stakeholders are looking for 

integrity and competence, 

as the fundamental building 

blocks of trust. And while the 

challenges that the world 

faces have arguably never 

been greater or more urgent, 

this presents ACCA with a 

significant responsibility. 

As we embark 

on this new 

strategy, we have 

unprecedented 

avenues through 

which we can lead 

and contribute to 

building a better 

and fairer world.

Our place
It’s against this 

backdrop that 

we’re launching 

our Strategy 

to 2025. We’re proudly 

re-affirming to the outside 

world, as the leading global  

professional accountancy 

body, our fundamental 

reason for existing. 

We’re articulating this 

leadership through our 

new purpose statement 

– a clear, crisp and 

compelling distillation of 

ACCA’s raison d’etre. It 

gives us a new, powerful 

way to talk about ACCA’s 

place in the world and the 

value we create. But it also 

builds on everything we 

have done to date to drive 

the profession forward to 

Providing access 
and championing 
inclusion remains 
as relevant today   
as it was in 1904
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Purpose and values
ACCA’s purpose is that we’re a force for public good. We lead 

the profession by creating opportunity.

Our values distil what drives ACCA in a way that draws 

on our proud heritage while using language that resonates 

with our stakeholders, not least employers and educators. 

These values are:

* Inclusion. We remove barriers, create connections and 

embrace diversity.

* Integrity. We’re ethical, honest and accountable and 

encourage the same in others. We act in the public interest 

and focus on long-term value.

* Innovation. We create solutions that ensure our profession 

is ready for today and tomorrow.

You will hear plenty more about our strategy as we share it 

across the ACCA community. 

None of us can be certain what the next five years holds, but 

we believe our strategy puts us in a strong position to strive for 

success, and we’re confident that ACCA will thrive and flourish 

in the face of any challenges that come our way.

Members of ACCA’s International Assembly have 
contributed to the Strategy to 2025, providing vital 
input to help steer the future direction of their 
professional body.

a better tomorrow. From 

our pioneering work in 

developing the capacity of 

the profession globally, to 

our focus on progressive 

topics in our professional 

insights work – such as the 

profession’s contribution to 

sustainable development 

and social mobility – this is 

already what ACCA delivers 

and champions. 

We do all this in co-

operation with members, 

students, partners and a 

host of other stakeholders. 

We’re already recognised 

as being the profession’s 

‘super-connector’, with 

the ability to galvanise 

and draw on our network. 

The ambition of the 

Strategy to 2025 is to move 

to being a fully activated 

ACCA community, enabling 

and inspiring everyone 

across the ACCA family to 

connect and collaborate. 

Doing this will require even 

greater agility from ACCA’s 

people – and we’re excited 

to get started on this journey, 

for you and with you. 

Look out for more about 

the Strategy to 2025 at bit.

ly/ACCAAboutUs. (See also 

ACCA president Jenny Gu’s 

column about the Strategy to 

2025, on page 19.) AB

Helen Brand is ACCA’s 

chief executive.
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Nominating advocates

If you know an ACCA member who is always promoting 
the profession, inspiring young talent to join, or being an 
advocate in another way, why not nominate them? Contact 
your local office about the advocacy awards and how to put 
someone forward. See also bit.ly/ACCA-adv-mentor.

ASEAN and ANZ winner Mariam Riza
I am an ardent supporter of the accounting profession in 

general, and ACCA in particular. It is a truly global accounting 

body, always advancing. I have assisted local ACCA offices 

by chairing conferences and collaborating on programmes, 

webinars and learning opportunities to help members to be 

confident leaders of the future. I have 31,000 LinkedIn followers 

and manage my social media to promote the ACCA brand.  

My advice for aspiring ACCA advocates is to find the 

‘why’ behind their advocacy – to grow themselves to enable 

greatness in others. Start small, with your local ACCA office. 

They are friendly and know how to fit desire with demand – 

matching members’ skills and experiences with the needs of 

the accountancy community. 

You can then assist local or 

regional offices in larger roles, 

taking part in international 

initiatives. Being an advocate 

is truly rewarding, not just for 

self-fulfilment and personal 

growth, but for the many 

people you meet.

Advocating success
Now in their third year, ACCA’s advocacy awards celebrate the activities of members 
across the world who recommend their profession and encourage others to embrace it

Advocacy is about 
recommending ACCA, 
the qualification and our 
members to the world 
at large. You could be 
spreading the word among 
students considering 
their career options, 
employers keen to attract 
the best finance talent, or 
policymakers wanting to 
build thriving economies.

It’s something that many 

members will be doing 

naturally, even if they don’t 

recognise their actions as a 

form of advocacy. ‘As long 

as you are recommending 

ACCA in whatever you are 

doing, that’s advocacy,’ 

says John Weston, ACCA’s 

head of member advocacy 

and satisfaction. Some 

forms of advocacy – such 

as participating in ACCA 

committees and industry 

panels – can be easy to spot, 

Weston says, ‘then there is 

all the informal advocacy 

members do on their own 

initiative, such as talking to 

schools about accountancy 

careers, mentoring 

somebody through their 

exams, or finding someone a 

work placement.’

The achievements of the 

regional winners were first 

recognised within their 

countries. National winners 

were then put forward to the 

regional competition, with 

the ultimate winners then 

being selected by a panel of 

senior members, including 

members of ACCA’s 

governing Council.

The winners all share 

a belief in the power of 

the ACCA Qualification 

to change lives. They are 

passionate about ACCA as 

a beneficial force in local 

and global economies. 

All want to help younger 

generations build fulfilling 

careers. Many are using 

social media to spread the 

word, share knowledge and 

provide mentoring support, 

giving their advocacy a 

global impact. 

2019 winners
The six regional advocacy 

award winners are as follows: 

* Africa Victoria Abiola 

Ajayi ACCA, deputy chief 

financial officer of TVC 

Communications

* ASEAN and ANZ 

Mariam Riza ACCA, 

vice president of 

intergenerational 

consulting at Wattleshire 

* Emerging markets 

Rajeev Giri ACCA, 

associate consultant at 

KPMG India

* Europe and Americas 

Eilis Quinlan FCCA, 

principal of Quinlan & Co 

* China and Hong Kong 

Jennifer Tan FCCA, 

CEO of Alipay Payment 

Services HK

* Middle East and South 
Asia (MESA) Maaz 

Masood Ansari FCCA, 

executive director – 

financial advisory, at 

Deloitte Yousuf Adil.

Picking winners is always 

challenging, not least 

because advocacy takes 

so many forms. ‘For some 

members, the ACCA 

Qualification has had a truly 

transformative impact on 

them,’ says Weston, ‘and they 

want to encourage others to 

enjoy the same success.’ AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Forum for debate
In the latest article in a series about ACCA’s global forums, we shine a spotlight  
on the Accountants for business and Technology forums

ACCA’s global forums 
bring together experts 
from around the world to 
help ACCA understand 
key issues, trends and 
developments across the 
profession. 

There are 13 altogether: 

Accountancy Futures 

Academy; Accountants 

for business; Audit; 

Business law; Corporate 

reporting; Education; 

Ethics; Governance, risk 

and performance; Public 

sector; SMEs; Sustainability; 

Taxation; and Technology.

During the forums’ 

meetings, experts from 

business, public practice, the 

public sector and academic 

spheres come together to 

debate professional hot 

topics – describing what is 

happening in their country or 

sector, and sharing problems 

and solutions. ACCA gathers 

these insights and feeds 

them into its technical 

research and professional 

insights work – effort that 

later becomes known via 

ACCA’s publicly stated views. 

ACCA is frequently called 

on to present its views on 

the development of the 

profession, or to comment 

on wider business or on 

society more generally. The 

simple fact that ACCA has 

engaged with its members 

on these topics, used 

their insights to shape its 

research programme, and 

heard members’ opinions, 

means it is in a strong 

position to respond to calls 

for input, and participate in 

roundtables or contribute 

to publications. This in turn 

means that ACCA can lead 

the profession, influence 

public policy and regulation, 

and shape business practices 

on key issues. 

AB is looking at the 

activities of each forum in 

turn over coming months. 

Technology 
ACCA’s technology forum is 

one of the newest, having 

been up and running for just 

over a year. Sam Ellis, one of 

the forum’s key stakeholders, 

regards its purpose as 

providing value to the wider 

ACCA membership through 

topical debate that flows 

both ways: it discusses issues 

of high impact or interest 

and shares those discussions 

with ACCA’s Professional 

Insights (PI) team to help 

direct its research. Ellis says 

the forum has had some 

very interesting discussions 

over the last year, particularly 

around the emergence of 

artificial intelligence and 

automation in accounting. 

‘By sharing our experience 

and insights, we can help 

ACCA shape what the 

accountant of the future will 

look like,’ says Ellis. 

This year, the forum is 

focusing on technologies 

that provide opportunities 

for accountants to stay 

relevant and optimise what 

they already do. ‘It’s very 

exciting to be part of the 

fourth industrial revolution, 

and discuss with global 

finance leaders how we can 

prepare ACCA members 

for a future augmented 

by technology.’ The forum 

members come from a 

range of countries including 

Australia, India and Canada, 

and work within companies 

such as Cargill, Target, 

Microsoft and ScotiaBank. 

Accountants  
for business 
Accountants for business 

chair and manager at RBS 

Liz Blackburn says one of the 

forum’s primary activities is 

to share experiences on how 

accountants play an effective 

role in business. ‘It’s one 

thing having the rules and 

the standards,’ she says, ’but 

it’s entirely another having a 

space where you can discuss 

what’s actually happening in 

businesses across the world.’

Over the past year, 

Blackburn has supported 

a close integration of the 

forum discussions with the 

work of the PI team: ‘It helps 

us close the circle – we share 

what we discuss and our 

conclusions, and the PI team 

turns that into collateral 

to support members and 

students. It’s a unique feature 

of ACCA’s work.’

The forum is diverse, with 

representatives across Asia, 

the UK, Africa and North 

America. It meets four times 

a year and at times that work 

for all time zones. ‘Having 

the global view is important,’ 

says Blackburn. ‘We all have 

slightly different perspectives 

about how business 

works, which enriches the 

conversations.’ AB 
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Help is at hand
As the global disruption caused by Covid-19 deepens, ACCA 
is supporting members through a dedicated online hub

Covid-19 presents us all 
with increasing challenges 
in our personal and working 
lives. We know that staying 
connected and informed 
when many are having to 
work from home or self-
isolate is vital. 

Finance professionals 

around the world have 

responded to the challenges 

of the pandemic and have 

renewed and strengthened 

community ties despite the 

barriers of physical isolation. 

It is clear that ACCA 

members are working hard 

to continue to provide 

the services and advice 

that are required by 

their organisations and 

their clients, and in many 

instances going above and 

beyond to support those in 

greater need. 

With such global economic 

and business disruption there 

is an urgent need for timely 

and trustworthy sources 

of information and advice 

from organisations including 

government, professional 

bodies, regulators, 

fellow professionals and 

expert commentators. 

As AB alone cannot 

respond to your need for 

such urgent information, 

ACCA’s online hub, 

accaglobal.com/covid-19, 

provides updates on a real-

time basis, offering resources 

to help you, your teams and 

your organisation understand 

and deal with the impacts 

and implications.

 The site includes 

practical guidance from 

ACCA members – we are 

very grateful to all of you 

who have been in touch 

to lend your expertise to 

support others.

 The hub will be updated 

regularly, so bookmark it 

for the latest news, advice 

and insights. AB
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Adapt and thrive
SMPs are rethinking how they 
operate during the pandemic

Wherever, whenever
Maintain business as usual while 

working from home

Crisis management
What are the implications of 

Covid-19 for the financial markets?

Investigative  
mind
Jessica Chuah, head of compliance, 
GBCI Ventures, on staying inquisitive
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